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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this work is to investigate local field type
corrections to electrical transport properties and in particular
small polaron hopping conductivity. The question of local field
corrections to transport properties has been considered for some 
(23)time . Recently this question has become of particular interest 
for small polaron hopping conduction^^\ Such corrections were 
considered as a possible explanation for the large jump parameters 
inferred in fitting the electric field dependence of the electrical 
conductivity of certain transition metal oxide glasses in which 
conduction is believed to occur via thermally activated small 
polaron hopping^^*^^.
Local field corrections are well established in determining the 
dielectric constant and optical properties at a single atomic site, 
Tessman et al^^^ have shox-m that the assumption of a normal Lorentz 
term gives excellent agreement between computed and measured
polarizabilities in alkali halide crystals at optical frequencies,
(5)Adler has proved, using a self-consistent field theory, that the 
standard Lorentz term arises in' the tight binding limit. Also a 
full quantum mechanical treatment of the frequency and wave-number 
dependent dielectric constant including local field effect has been 
given by W i s e r I t  is shown that the dielectric constant splits 
into an atomic term that describes the motion of the electron around 
each atom and an acceleration term which describes the motion from 
atom to atom, and that acceleration term contains no local field 
correction.
(7) •Lidiard has discussed Lorentz type corrections to the 
diffusion coefficient in ionic conductivity. He argued that no 
Lorentz correction should be applied, since the Lorentz cavity must 
always be centred on the hopping carrier; thus, the Lorentz internal
II
field can do no work as the carrier moves from one site to another.
This view is strongly supported by the close agreement between ionic t
diffusion coefficients obtained from conductivity data and NMR relax­
ation and isotopic diffusion
It has been argued by Munn in several p a p e r s w i t h o u t  
detailed justification that the microscopic mobility does give the 
polaron velocity in terms of a local field. This argument is in 
conflict with that of Lidiard^^^. However this question had not 
been considered explicitly for the case of electrical transport in 
the hopping limit.
It is the intent of the present work to study the local field 
problem. In the first chapter we give a general description of the 
local electric field concept which is straight review. Chapters 
II and III are concerned with the question of local field corrections 
to the small polaron hopping conduction and the Hall mobility. In 
chapter IV the results of chapter II are applied to ac impurity 
hopping conduction. Finally, in chapter V we study the band motion 
of electrons using a theory of transport based on quantum mechanical 
principles.
To consider the local field corrections to any kind of hopping Ï
mechanism, it is essential to determine the elementary site to site 
jump rate for a polarizable dielectric which characterizes a hop 
from one site to another. Attention being restricted to small 
polaron hopping, we show that in the classical high temperature site 
jump regime the jump rate between nearest neighbour sites ^ and 
is given by
where ÜJ j ( % ) denotes the jump rate in the absence of the
f»external field and induced polarization and is the dipolar
and
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energy at site 3 . Therefore the question of local field
correction to small polaron hopping conduction reduces to an 
evaluation of f “ K/g for nearest neighbour sites 3 
Ct'' . It then follows that if the sites 5 and 3 " are 
crystallographically equivalent, the evaluation of  ^ ^ g
becomes very simple. This is due to the fact that for every dipole 
at S which contributes to Vjq , there is a corresponding dipole 
at S which contributes identically to . So
in taking the difference short range and Lorentz contributions cancel. 
This cancellation occurs in detail until the outer surfaces of the 
specimen are reached. Taking the specimen to be in the shape of a 
general ellipsoid of revolution, L ^ 3  ^ becomes
where E/ is the depolarization field. This contribution, when 
added to that of external charges, gives just the macroscopic field> ^  
unmodified by the local field corrections.
However if ^ and ^ are inequivalent sites, the short range 
contributions to the dipolar potentials at the two sites do not cancel 
although Lorentz contributions do. This leads to local field type 
corrections to the jump rate, and hence to the hopping conductivity 
as well. The resulting corrections are found to be negligible at low 
fields }  '\ l<~T but considerable at higher fields.
Therefore local field corrections to hopping transport between 
crystallographically inequivalent sites are associated with the high 
field behaviour of the system.
Recently Munn^^^^ reanalysed local field effects using classical
electrostatics. He used an expression for the macroscopic field due
to a set of polarizable point sublattices to calculate the work done
in moving a charge between two sites in an applied electric field.
He then applied the result to hopping mobilities ignoring polaron effects 
on the lattice around the carrier. His conclusions agree with those of
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1,1 General description of the present work:
Chapter I : The general theory of the local electric field and the ?■
macroscopic electric field.
In this opening chapter we give a review of the necessary
Iconcepts needed in the study of local field corrections in the
subsequent chapters. J
i
Chapter II ; The question of local field corrections to the small 
polaron hopping conduction.
This chapter constitutes the main part of this thesis.
In the first part, section (2.1), we give a survey of experi­
mental results which suggest the possibility of the local field 
corrections to the small polaron hopping conductivity.
In section (2.2), we review the small polaron theory in 
the one-dimensional molecular-crystal model of Holstein^^^’
In section (2,3), we study the small polaron motion for a 
polarizable dielectric within the framework of the one-dimensional 
molecular-crystal model. To consider local field corrections, 
first, we extend the molecular-crystal model to three dimensions. 
Secondly, the effect of a constant applied field 6 o and induced 
dipole moments are incorporated into the Hamiltonian of the 
system. A discussion of the physical assumptions and a detailed 
derivation of the fundamental equation of motion are presented in 
section (2.3a).
In section (2.3b), the elementary jump rates are calculated 
in a classical-occurrence probability treatment^ previously intro­
duced by Holstein,which applies at temperatures large compared to 
the Debye temperature. The basic feature of this approach is 
that the dominant contributions to the small polaron mobility 
occur at a momentary coincidence of the two site energies. In
this case the jump rate between nearest neighbour sites fj' and S'
is. given by
V(22)already been published as a short letter
An extension of the present results to the case of hopping 
between inequivalent sites is presented in section (2.5). It 
is shown that the local field type corrections can be neglected 
for low fields but can be large for high fields.
In section (2.6), the application of the present results to 
the glasses, where long-range order disappears, is demonstrated. 
Chapter III; The question of the local field correction to the Hall 
mobility of the small polaron.
In this chapter we investigate the local field correction 
to the Hall mobility of the small polaron on the basis of the 
theory developed by Friedman and Holstein^^^^. As discussed in 
their paper, the Hall mobility is understood to arise from inter­
ference between direct hops from one site Si to a neighbour 
site Sz and indirect hops between the same site via a third 
intermediate site .
In section (3,1), we briefly review the theory of Hall 
mobility of reference (19).
In section (3.2) we extend the theory of the Hall mobility 
of the small polaron to a polarizable dielectric. Similar 
generalizations, as in chapter II, are introduced here as well.
A discussion of the physical assumptions and a detailed 
derivation of the fundamental equation of motion are presented 
in section (3.2a).
Cu T C =  CUr ( & A r f >  j
from which it is seen that local field corrections may arise 
from the difference in dipolar energies, [ , for
nearest neighbour sites 9 and 9
In section (2.4), the evaluation of [ ^ 3 ~ is #
carried out in detail for a sample in the shape of a general 
ellipsoid of revolution. The work presented in this section has
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In section (3.2b), magnetic and electric field modified 4
jump rates for a polarizable dielectric are calculated for the
elementary three-site configuration. It turns out that the .
? f \local field problem reduces to evaluation of ( ) and
( for three mutually neighbour sites at 2^
and . Therefore the results of chapter II equally apply
to the Hall mobility of the small polaron as well.
In section (3,3), the application of the present theory to 
the glasses is given, A modification of the transfer integral 
J  , applicable to the d-levels of the transition metal ions, 
is calculated.
Chapter IV : Local field corrections to ac impurity hopping conduct­
ivity.
In this chapter xve apply the present results to ac impurity 
hopping conduction. It is noted that the results found for 
small polaron hopping can be generalized to any kind of thermally 
activated hopping mechanism. The reason for this is that for 
each case the jump rate will depend on the difference in energy 
at two sites that hopping occurs.
The particular theory of ac impurity hopping conduction
(33)which we use is the pair approximation of Poliak and Geballe 
In section (4,1), we give a review of experiments on ac 
impurity hopping conductivity.
Section (4.2) summarizes the pair approximation.
In section (4,3), we study the modification of the pair 
approximation for a polarizable dielectric. Again, it turns 
out that the results of chapter II equally apply to the ac 
impurity hopping conductivity as well.
J
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Chapter V ; Quantum theory of electric transport in the presence
of induced dipoles.
In this chapter we generalize the results of hopping motion
to band motion of electrons using a theory of transport based on
quantum mechanical principles. We develop such a theory with
(12)the density matrix formalism of Kohn and Luttinger ,
We carry out the calculations for the transport in one 
energy band. It turns out that, in the presence of induced 
dipoles, the net electric field appearing in the transport 
equation is again just the macroscopic field, S . How­
ever^ if interband transitions were considered we would expect 
local field type corrections in line with the result for. 
hopping between different sublattices.
CHAPTER I
THE GENERAL THEORY OF THE LOCAL ELECTRIC FIELD 
AND THE MACROSCOPIC ELECTRIC FIELD
Local electric field: The local electric field, ^   ^ acting
on an ion in a solid is the sum of the external field, ^  ^  % and 
the field due to all other induced dipoles in the medium. For a 
cubic lattice of equal and parallel dipoles, the specimen can be 
treated as uniform dielectric as long as it has the shape of a 
general ellipsoid of r e v o l u t i o n T h e  standard method of 
summing the dipole fields of the other induced dipoles is first to 
sum individually over a moderate number of neighbouring dipoles 
inside an imaginary Lorentz sphere concentric with the reference 
ion, defining the field ^ 3  , which vanishes at a reference site
with cubic symmetry, then to sum the dipole fields outside the 
sphere. Since the medium is uniformly polarized, the second contri­
bution will be El 'tE 2^ , where Ej is the depolarization
field associated with the dipoles on the outer boundary and ^  ^  is 
the Lorentz field associated with the surface of the spherical cavity, 
Figure (1.1). Thus, ^  lac can be expressed as the following sum 
of terms :
ë / o c  ~  E o  t  E >  ë ' ( I ' l )
j
t| fromout® boun<lâ'^
bjfr»r« dipulSâ fns!dtSjW)0r&
Figure (1,1)
Consider the electrostatic potential due to a dipole located
at the source point r( , at the point JQ ,
i -  r  '  (1-2)' G -r' I l r - r ; l
The total electrostatic potential due to all dipoles contained in 
the volume Outside"6i the Lorentz sphere is
, - ^ 1  <>''•
I  V'‘ P  -t V ’ Hp/-N/ i €-C> 1
(1.3)
where is the macroscopic polarization i.e. dipole moment per 
unit volume averaged over the volume of the crystal cell. Here,
(J Ÿf is the volume element of the space outside the Lorentz sphere, 
In practice if the radius of the Lorentz sphere is large, the 
replacement of the above summation by a continuous integration is 
justified.
I
:
since is uniform; then z: 0 . And by the<\/
divergence theorem Eq. (1.3) becomes
(1.4)
r oy&r MôOu/-cr _  ^ r <S*‘'4?'' , 1- f a i â  j l i o r e / r / z  AV’AeAfi. j.
p .
F Pv'er i%e 1 i jr£vrftjt,aJ
(1.6)
F^ér -Ffie. 1f Zore/y/zL 4>/»<5fye I
We define P", and such thatA; '
P - a
1 f e/6r /Ae 7/ Ow/ff (tSL^  j
P - a
■ rower fAe 1t- LurS-tr/z. 6" I
(1.7)
(1.8)
Depolarization field, £*/ : From Eq. (1.7) it is seen that the
depolarization field , Br is defined as the field of the surface
charge density j?* H on the outer surface of a simply-connected 
body. The depolarization field
g,tends to oppose the applied — _  -f
field, E<f as in figure (|.2)» .,Y ^
Specimens in the shape of a
V. • ' 1
+ • Vgeneral'ellipsoid of revolution 
(a class that includes spheres. Figure (1.2)
cylinders and discs as limiting form) have an advantageous property: 
A uniform polarization produces a uniform depolarization field. If 
Px > Py , Bf,_ are the components of the polarization P
where %
(1.5)
referred to the principle axes of an ellipsoid, then the components 
of the depolarization field are written as
-/Vx J Elij ^  - J E i-l - - • (1.9)
Here , (\j^  , are the depolarization factors, their
values depend on the ratio of the principle axes of the ellipsoid. 
The /V *s are positive and satisfy the sum rule;
■h hlij N z  ~~ C t n C G S  Un'ils) • (1.10)
Lorentz field, : From Eq. (1.8) it is seen that the Lorentz
field ^ 2. is defined as the field of surface charge density 
on the internal surface of the Lorentz cavity. It was first 
calculated by Lorentz. If 0^ is the polar angle referred to the 
polarization direction as axis (figure %..3>) the surface charge density
on the surface of the cavity is
JP Cos The electric field
at the centre of the spherical
cavity of radius is
K
(R'-)F'^ Ksmè\ ( CCS&] ccs&J &■
4P
- -
r '  i ^ doJ
e
' cho}^ {> on Wng e
Figure(1.3)
£  : (1 .11). . 3  .
The field, E  "2 : The field, , which is defined as the field
due to dipoles inside the cavity, is the only term that depends on 
the crystal structure. For cubic symmetry, is zero.
/"'î r. CcJ Li C Cl;12)
1
So the total local field at a cubic site is
f/., =  ÿ P  . o->»
iêià»,^f<ïc• The macroscopic field,^^^^is defined as 
the space average electric field over the volume of a unit cell of 
the crystal. It will be shown that for a sample in the shape of a 
general ellipsoid of revolution, Emncis equal to E a  'i'1^  I t This #
result can be seen by considering a long thin specimen in an external 
field fo parallel to the long axis. For this geometry, the field 
component parallel to the axis but just outside the specimen must be 
, Now the average field component parallel to the axis butrJ
over any path just inside the specimen must also be ^ty - This is 
because the integral of the electric field around a closed path is 
zero C. ^ * So we have
^  F o  > for a long thin specimen * (1,14)
Meanwhile we note that for the microscopic field F  (p) any 
point in the medium we can write an expression similar to Eq. (1.1),
F (ç) =  ^ ‘ (1.15)
But in this case will not necessarily be zero for a cubic
crystal. If we apply the above discussion to Eq. (1.15), we can 
write the macroscopic field for a long thin specimen again t
f  = < + <B' < 5mic
where ^  means average over a unit cell. Noting that
E o  and ^  and comparing (1.14) with (1.16)r<J
we see that
< " (j;)> -  o  - (1-17)
Now the result (1.17) can be generalized to any specimen of ’|
any shape, because neither E nor is shape dependent.
So for a specimen in the shape of a general ellipsoid of revolution 
(where we have a uniform depolarization field Ej ) the macroscopic 
field becomes
because ^ E o  and *\ ^7^
Using the definition of the macroscopic field given by 
Eq. (1.18), Eq. (1.13) becomes
£ / o o —  (1.19)
Thus the field acting on an ion at a cubic site is the macro- t
scopic field, the field appearing in Maxwell’s equations plus the
Lorentz field ^  . From Eq. (1.19) it is clearly seen that
the local field is always larger than the macroscopic field I
yP* I E,x^a€i I « (1.20)
CHAPTER 2
THE QUESTION OF THE LOCAL FIELD CORRECTIONS 
TO THE SMALL POLARON HOPPING CONDUCTION
2.1 Experimental evidences:
Transition metal oxide glasses, especially those based on V, Fe,
Cu and Mo ions and pure and doped tungstates have been extensively
investigated by Austin et al^^\ It has been shown that ohmic
5 “1behaviour occurs for fields up to 10 V cm . At higher fields the 
conductivity varies as
C7"( Êo) = </(o) s!nh[eaE^/zUr] ^
a a  B o  /  2 k  X
where 0  is the magnitude of the charge of the electron. Cl is 
the jump parameter and is the applied electric field. This
expression corresponds to a simple field dependent small polaron 
hopping mobility . It is generally agreed that ’ in these
materials, because of the mixed valency, conduction takes place by 
small polaron hopping between transition metal ion sites for example : 
->• in vanadates and (Fe* Fe*) in ferrites. The observed
temperature dependence of the conductivity can be explained on the 
basis of the small polaron hopping mechanism.
The glass melts of the above compositions were prepared by 
mixing appropriate transition metal oxides and ^2^5 table (2.1).
But the experimental jump parameters inferred in fitting the electric 
field dependence of the electrical conductivity are always found to 
be 4-6 times larger than the average transition metal ion spacing. 
This seems unreasonable, because, the local wave functions, being 3d 
waves, should give negligible overlap J" for sites separated by
'(/y. / '.ft.r:'"'' T' ÆVl' \Ÿ,YA-'T.V-;:' T
such a large distance. Table (2.1) also shows an enhancement 
factor (.JB) , calculated from the ratio of the effective hopping
distance and the mean transition metal ion spacing.
Composition mol% 
MO PgO
TMI
spacing
A° eV
Jump
parameter
A"
Enhancement 
factor; P
V2°5 80 20 3.99 0.35 18 > 4.5
V2°5 70 30 4.17 0.38 17 . 4.1
60 40 4.37 0.40 24 5.5
^®2°3 38 62 4.70 0.59 31 > 6.6
CuO 54 46 4.80 1.00 28 5.8
WO^ 66.7 33.3 4.55 0.39 43 9.5
Table (2.1) Compositions and electrical characteristics of glasses.
These authors discuss several models to increase the effective jump 
parameter in the formula, but in each case they find the
increase too small to account for the enhancement factor. An 
alternative way of viewing the data is to allow for a larger electric 
field in the Stnil formula. As a possible explanation, it has 
been thought that the electric field might be a Lorentz type local 
field which is larger than the applied field;
oc.
%
where jP is the induced polarization in the medium. A large 
local field would lead to smaller values of the jump distance, CL 
Figure (2.1) shows the conductivity versus electric field for 
certain vanadium phosphate glasses. As it is seen ohmic behaviour
5 -1occurs up to fields 10 V cm and a subsequent rapid development 
of non-ohmic behaviour from the function.
» 304 K . 30S <  
210 K &240 K ?Z43 K * 210 K t2Z« Y-
4-0
o
20
\oo
Boy'r (
Figure (2.1) j cr* against I?o/ t  for a glass of
composition 70 mol% V20  ^ : 30 mol% ^2^5 * Thicknesses and 
temperatures shown on the diagram. The full line represents
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REVIEW OF THE SMALL POLARON MOTION
2.2a Introduction;
The particular theory of the small polaron on which the present 
study is based, is the one-dimensional molecular-crystal-model of 
Holstein^^^* In this model, in the absence of the excess 
carrier, the system is taken to be a linear chain consisting of 
diatomic molecular sites with fixed centres of gravity and orient­
ations, but with variable inter-nuclear separations, Xn , which 
play the role of lattice vibrational coordinates. The state of the 
small polaron is the state in which an excess electron (or hole) is 
on a definite ion while that diatomic molecule vibrates about the 
displaced position which depends on the location of the electron.
The motion of the excess charge in this model is formulated in 
terms of the tight-binding approximation in which the total wave 
function, , is represented as a linear superposition of .
"molecular” electron wave functions (P (  ^X :
(2.1)
here JT is the coordinate of the electron, and X is the inter- 4
nuclear displacement (from equilibrium) of the site. The I
local molecular wave functions ^  ^ c e n t r e d  at site fl
depend parametrically on the internuclear coordinates, Xn  » as 
indicated. The equation satisfied by a particular (p ( T ~ ^ / XrP) 
is
 LLi- : a.* A
11
where (J (j^'~ ^  ^  2 is the contribution of the molecule
to the effective one-electron potential and is assumed to be short- 
range, and where S ( Xn) is the eigenvalue of (2.2).
The site occupation amplitudes (2.^ are functions of all the 
displacements and satisfy the following fundamental equations of 
motion:
/ ^  ^  /I. /? ^  (” ^  Xfvf 4-
X  ( €7r? f/ /7 - / ) 0
' (2.3)
The term ( —  /9 Xrij represents a phenomenological electron- 
lattice interaction as a linear function of the vibrational 
coordinates of the occupied site. The interaction is thus assumed 
to have an entirely local character.
The sum over A7 includes the vibratory kinetic and potential 
energies of the molecules. They are expressed in terms of ,
the reduced mass of the molecules, and OJo > the vibrational 
frequency. The third term in the brackets accounts, phenomeno- 
logically, for vibrational coupling. The presence of such a 
coupling term gives rise to dispersion of the vibrational frequencies; 
as shown in reference (17), this dispersion is a vital ingredient of 
the theory.
Finally (" represents the ordinary transfer integral of
tight binding theory. As pointed out in reference (16), the case 
of the small polaron is realized when the electronic bandwidth^ ;
is small compared to a characteristic energy, f) /  Z /V  ^which 
is the binding energy of the small polaron t
Z I  K  . (2.4)
4=;::! 4 ^— :— ;  — — — -~ r ‘ " ' '—  L-
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The above circumstance suggests that equation (2.2) can be 
solved by a perturbation approach in which the zero'.th order 
Hamiltonian consists of the square bracket of (2.2) whereas the 
JT--proportional term is the perturbation. In zero’th order the 
electron is trapped at a given site, say the p  The vibrational
state is described by a set of vibrational quantum numbers ^ , 
which give the number of quanta (of frequency C ü k  ) in each mode.
In the presence of the perturbation ( T > the electron may jump 
to a neighbouring site ^ jf>~^  p y/J and the vibrational quantum 
numbers - A / k  .... J  change to c r j . These transitions I
can be grouped into two classes:
a) diagonal transitions in which - N ~
b) non-diagonal transitions in which ./V/c - " - J ^  ^ A / ^
The diagonal transitions dominate at sufficiently low temperatures
"7” ^  ~Ic > ^ certain critical temperature defined in reference 
(17). They give rise to formation of Bloch-type bands whose widths 5
are
A - . . )
A H -  = = 2  J e  (2-5)
which is the product of the electronic bandwidth of the undistorted 
lattice and a "vibrational overlap integral", the latter being an 
exponentially decreasing function of temperature. (The estimated 
value of it at *T"~ O  is about 10  ^- 10 )^. So even at the 
absolute zero of temperature, the polaron bandwidth is very much 
smaller than the original electronic bandwidth. Ih: this polaron 
band regime we will normally have non-diagonal transitions as well 
which act as a perturbation and cause scatterings from one band 
state to another, determining the life-time of the polaron band
13 i
State in the absence of other scattering mechanisms (e.g. impurities). î
For I  ^, however, the non-diagonal jumps are J
dominant. In this case, electronic motion is essentially a diffusion ^
process in which the elementary steps are random jumps between neigh- A
bouring sites associated with the non-diagonal transitions. If, in I
addition, the temperature is large compared to the Debye temperature,
the quantum mechanical description of the lattice motion goes over 4
into a classical description, the basic physical picture of which may |
be described as follows: With the electron initially located on the
thJP site, polaron motion occurs principally when the electronic vj
energies of sites ( and ^  ^  momentarily coincide as a i|
result of the thermal motion of the lattice (i.e. when — A
The electron may then hop to the neighbouring site ( P  by 3
virtue of the non-vanishing transfer integral, X  . The resulting |
jump-rate then takes the form of an activation process and reads î
o \ y  I K  ~Ba/kT
where /c is the Boltzmann constant, is the absolute temperature
and IZci. is the activation energy. This approach is of particular 
interest for our purposes.
I1
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2.2b Binding Energy and Hopping Energy of the Small Polaron:
At the above described classical limit the binding and the 
hopping energy of the small polaron can be calculated^^^^ by using 
a model similar to that of Holstein: Consider two identical mole­
cules jf. and and introduce configurational coordinates X/ and - 
y 2 io^  the same way as in Holstein’s model. In the absence of the 
electron the potential energy of the molecules as a function of X 
will be S  and 6 X 2, respectively, where Q  •sz.L MUJc , Let
an electron be placed on molecule . For a given value of ,
the interaction energy of the electron will be —  . Then the
energy of molecule ^  with an extra electron in it will be 0  /Y* A  Xj 
(Fig. 2.2).
X
N.
N.■N
Fig. 2.2. The energy of an electron as a function of a config­
urational parameter.
Minimization of the above energy gives the polaron-binding energy,
W p  :
W p  ^  { 8 X ; - A  X,) . (2.7)
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If an electron is to jump from one molecule to another, we have 
seen that, the configurational coordinates must be equal, i.e..
Xf  —  XI (2.8)
Starting from the condition (2.8) one can calculate the hopping 
energy which is the minimum energy required for a jump: The energy
required to distort molecule i and .2 to configurations in which 
A/ — - Xc, are B  and B Xc respectively.
So the hopping energy will be
f  F  Y&  1 4 s J(cl %= — —  , (2.9)
From (2.7) and (2.9) we note that hopping energy is half the 
polaron energy?
W / v  =  -- / M » /  . (2-10)
<IU.
The above considered model corresponds to the case where we have 
neither random fields in the solid nor an external field. In this 
case is simply the activation energy, B cl • Otherwise if
the energies of an electron on two centres differ by , the
activation energy takes the form-
E d  -A -— Ï ^ û  ~f~ •> (2.11)
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2.2c Transport properties of the small polaron of a non-polar crystal 
in the presence of an applied electric field:
(19)At this stage the theory developed by Friedman applies.
C^)
to the total Hamiltonian. In this process, automatically
separates into two parts. One of these, namely ^  , appears
as an additive modification of the local site energy term —  M  .
The other, EL Eo * ( ^ % g&ts included in the local site Hamiltonian
J
In order to apply the previous equation of motion (2.2) to the case 
of an external field, it must be generalized to three dimensions: -t;
i.e., the scalar index D  is replaced by a vector index
^ , where are a basic set of lattice displace­
ment vectors and are integers. One thus has in place of (2.2)
where M l stands for the lattice Hamiltonian, h indexes the 
nearest neighbours ^  f A of an arbitrary site ^  ^  and J is 
defined by
Ja = J j v  ^  ( ^ - g )  ^ ( ^ - 3 ) ^ (2.13)
which corresponds to the transfer integral in three dimensions.
To consider the effect of an applied electric field, ^ . we 
add the standard electric field term
(^)
H  := <2 £ 0  • r*
   ^
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and results negligible perturbation* on (j) • Then the
equations obeyed by the coefficients reads.
f\ Xcj -'h ^  Xi (2.14)
and the electric field modified jump rate in the classical limit 
takes the form'
(2.15)
. (°)where vU T is the jump rate in the absence of the applied field 
which is given by (2.6). It is noted that the effect of the 
electric field is simply to enhance the jump rate in the field 
direction.
This summarizes the important features of the small polaron.
In the following sections we study the modification of the small 
polaron theory for the case of a polarizable dielectric and investi­
gate the local field correction to hopping conduction.
(The local wave-functions are assumed to be nondegenerate, hence 
can not be afrec.bexj-tb first order in.the electric field strength.
&8
STUDIES OF SMALL POLARON MOTION FOR A 
POLARIZABLE DIELECTRIC
2.3a Derivation of the fundamental equation of motion;
In this section, our basic equation of motion is derived.
This equation provides the starting point for all subsequent 
calculations for the case of a polarizable dielectric in the 
presence of an applied electric field, •
Our physical model is a three-dimensional molecular crystal 
consisting of N polarizable diatomic molecular sites with fixed 
centres of gravity and orientation, but with variable internuclear 
separations.
As previously mentioned, the present method consists of a 
modification of the usual small polaron formalism. The motion of 
the electron is formulated in terras of the tight-binding approxi­
mation. In the presence of an applied field £  ^  the one electron 
potential may be written as a sum of "molecular” potentials:
V(r,... Xs-) ’ ( 2 . 3 - 1 )
J  I ^  I
where U  is the short-range contribution of the molecule
at site ^ and the rest is the long-range contribution due to 
induced polarization. Here is the induced dipole moment at
lattice site ^ and £ is the magnitude of the charge of the 
electron.
In the absence of the applied field H  o the basic wave 
functions, ^ ^  ^ > are assumed to be non-degenerate, hence
real, E-states, and appropriate to the tight-binding approximation, and 
are obtained as solutions of the equation
-  1^2 yùï'ü'iZj ...
%
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W 1
(2.3-2)
ith eigenvalues S  which all depend upon the local inter­
nuclear displacement coordinate.
Since the basic wave functions are assumed to be E-states, as 
long as the electric field is not high enough* to cause optical 
transitions, they satisfy** the following equation as well:
^  r  + 3/ y 3 ) -
(2.3-3)
The total wave function of the system is represented as a 
linear superposition of the wave function of the isolated molecules:
(X/ • ■ • ^ f“ ‘) O  q ‘ (j)C jC" 'Y3 J « (2.3 4)
%
*For small polaron the optical transitions start at fields 
^ lO^V cm  ^which is far beyond our interest.
**For E-states the integral
vanishes, because / Cb / ^ 3) / is an even function while 
the square bracket term is odd (see for example, Schiff, L.I., 
Quantum Mechanics, McGraw-Hill, second edition, p.159, 1965).
j'!.. ■ » . Tt!
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Equations for the (--obtained by substitution
of (2.3-4) into the SchrBdinger equation of the system :
a  is-^/
' JC
1
(2.3-5)
or
i i I V '
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v"' r U(C'^'^3')- 4. e£,-Crr^)
'  (r-rl
^ (2.3-6)
ÇiultipljLcàtiùn. on the left with ^  and integration
over the electron coordinates, f" , gives
2
[ f  Pk-i'>^3)[U(r-sjxg'i-^ld^:l} /Vcr-f%)^ vl a '^ 
S'  ^ IjC-fl- '
y v  S'"
^ c7g- a  ^ ^ 1,4')L / y
(2.3-7)
where E  C*^S/ the solution of the equation
L-iî 7 V  8(j:-%,Xf]-4eE^- ( r - f J ^ ê l X ^ t J  J<^(r-^',Xÿ') 
2«u / r - r / ^
4  ( b ' i  >
(2.3-8)
and IS
The Sgg'' are well-known non-orthogonality integrals which 
will be assumed to differ from zero only for nearest neighbours and 
to be small compared to unity,
V
To proceed further we multiply (2.3-6) by the matrix T^^'' 
which is the inverse of T^^*' as defined by the relation
—  . . (2.3-10)
sTo first order in the , it is given by the expression
^ S  “ (2.3-11)
One then obtains in place of (2.3-7)
22 if
ZM
c:f1-
f ' f
1*^3'
2 M
U>
T , , - 3 l A ± f l ) a , '
(2.3-12)
1.
1
The second term on the right-hand side of (2.3-12) is now dropped. 
This is justified by the fact that it involves derivatives of 
electronic wave functions with respect to nuclear coordinates.
Such terms essentially represent the effect of the nuclear kinetic 
energy on the electronic wave functions and are assumed to be small.
We can simplify (2.3-12) further by introducing the assumption 
of tight-binding approximation. The principal assumption is that 
of smallness of overlap integrals (integrals involving electron 
wave functions localized at different sites). These integrals are 
of two types :
1) non-orthogonality integrals as given by ^
2) those terms on the right-hand side of (2.3-12) for which T ^
e£-(£''^')
ir- n
In line with the above assumption, all terms containing products of 
more than one such overlap integral will be discarded. So the
first sum on the right-hand side of (2.3-12) becomes
2.3
/ ' ' - î 7  )
S,^-lI a3
(2.3-13)
At this stage we may employ one more assumption, also appropriate to 
the case of tight-binding which involves the local character of the 
molecular potential (j (r- X will be assumed that 
those terms in (2.3-13) which contain products of wave functions and 
potentials localized at different sites are an order of magnitude 
smaller than terms for which two (or more) such factors refer to the 
same site*. It then follows that (2.3-13) may be approximated by
A- /y ^  j j 5^ (^ 'i
9f j
*This argument cannot be applied to the dipolar potential since it 
has long-ranged character.
I
J. .j-w 's. .J  ^ -.'•f >•- . .i- I V.
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+ 2 1  / /  
j N / r - 3 / "
. J - ^
■e
f sj( I I 3. (
- ÜT (XpXf)(7f''^ .^ J^ iXpXf)^^Yla — 0
(2.3-14)
where
f  ,J(Xj,X3')-=.J <p(Z-l'h) Uic-%Xs)4ir-g.Xa')Jv ,
f"*":
(2.3-15)
sd:!^SÛ  10  (r-,f j J  /
/-c- 37' /
/ (2.3-16)
‘2 ïJ_‘- ^ *'J•. 2' - _ ■.
2'5
H 4  =  Z  U(r-3:xa') c / 7  ,
■( f'fj "  ^
V / =  IIHs-l- x^ A E .  f~ ^
(2.3-17)
j  (2.3-18)
Substituting (2.3-14) into (2.3-12) and assuming 
and are appreciable only for nearest neighbours ^  and
3  6 -( A  -V we can write <v
{A %  L —  —  1 A/W» ^Xf)—  1 ^ -  Ivj
■Zt Ÿ ' ^ z h  ^ J  §
e-4
2 l / T ( x p  (X p  Xpl)' ^4-lr (2.3-19)
As discussed in reference (16) we can introduce the following 
simplifications:
a) Neglect of the energy terms, » because of the fact that
(y ) is a short-range potential. For a periodic
crystal, becomes a constant for each site and is just an
additive constant. Therefore it can always be eliminated in 
(2.3-19) by shifting the zero of energy by the amount of I4/^
b) Neglect of the dependence of the J  { X p  , this
is to say the J  (^ 3^' j are all to be taken equal to a
single constant, ( ”* J J ;
/  { A'j / XqEl ) =  -  J" J
L V, ' i-'-.....
■
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where X  is positive.
c) The -dependence of is taken to be linear, i.e.,
E  ( Xj] /Yy *
Here it may be remarked that (b) and (c) in essence are based on 
the assumption that the electron-lattice interactions have entirely 
a local character.
d) Further, in Appendix 2A we demonstrate that at fields which we 
are interested in, the term ^ X  (  ^ ^
’'jbecomes very much smaller than J' Xqfk ) , hence can be
neglected. This assumption does not disturb the theory, because 
as far as the small polaron theory is concerned the overlap terra 
is just a phenomenological quantity whose relative order of 
magnitude is of importance rather than its calculation in detail.
With the simplification discussed above (2.3-19) reduces to
i'k / < ^ j - J . (2.3-20)
Equation (2.3-20) will form the basis for study of the small S
polaron of a polarizable dielectric in the presence of an applied 
electric field.
It may here be remarked that the only difference between
I ^(2.3-20) and (2.14) is the extra V\/q term in the square bracket:
This term normally varies from point to point. Because the dipole 
potentials appearing in expression are long-ranged, M/^
will depend on ^ for a finite crystal. Therefore cannot
be eliminated from (2.3-20) by shifting the zero of energy by the 
amount of IV'q • The appearance of this new term in the 
electronic Hamiltonian gives rise to the possibility of local field
j
j
-
   ' "  •  ■■
type corrections in the small polaron motion.
As was mentioned in section (2.2a), for temperatures above the 
Debye temperature the small polaron motion occurs by means of 
thermally activated hopping between neighbouring sites. It is for 
this site-jump regime that we investigate the local field type 
corrections in the small polaron motion. In the following section 
we calculate the elementary electric field modified jump rate for a 
polarizable dielectric with a classical occurrence-probability 
treatment which applies for high temperatures.
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FIELD MODIFIED JUMP RATE FOR A 
POLARIZABLE DIELECTRIC
2.3b Classical occurrence-probability approach:
In this section we calculate the electric field modified jump 
rate for a polarizable dielectric at high temperatures {
The electric field modified jump- rates have already been calculated 
in reference (19) for a non-polar crystal. The purpose of the 
present section is to extend the treatment to the polarizable i
dielectric. The basis of this treatment is the set of equations W
z ^  ^  —  f —  e  fo' J ^  /V«7 I Ciq —  jT
I J  ^ (2.3-21)
which is obtained from (2.3-20) by omitting the vibrational 
Hamiltonian, M l . This omission is based on the fact that the If
lattice vibrations are not treated quantum mechanically, but, rather, 
the X ^ ( ^ )  are regarded classically as given functions of time.
In the classical occurrence probability approach the ) are
determined by the Hamiltonian ,
' A/a M X (2.3-22)
i.e. the sum of the purely vibrational Hamiltonian and interaction- 
Hamiltonian before making the transition to a neighbouring site.
Following the argument of reference (19), it will be convenient 
to drop the electric field terms from (2.3-21). It can be 
reinserted any time by adding it to the electronic energy as follows
 >  - V )  +  e To* ^  «
(2.3-23) I
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t / j —  T  g *
(2.3-24)
Following the perturbation theory, to first order, we can 
write:
r
a ■  S Ç )  V  :
The present classical treatment, as discussed in reference (17), is 
based on the fact that over the region of interest we have the 
conditions*
(2.3-26)
 ^ (2.3-27)
It then follows that the oscillations in the exponential integrand 
will interfere destructively except at a coincidence point, ifc ,
at which and a.t which the phase of the
exponential is momentarily stationary.
*The first inequality simply represents the regime in which the 
lattice motion can be treated classically, the second insures that 
the phase undergoes many oscillations between successive coincidence
0
Consider two neighbouring sites, ^  and ^  . Assume that
at some initial time, zf/ , the electron is in site #
Because of the overlap, «7* , at some i ^  zf£ the electron may ^
be found at . The equation for the coefficient will be
' ''"'I'll,
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Further, as in reference (17) we assume that the time variation 
if [ /Yt| C”/) Xq' ( y )] is linear in the neighbourhood of éc Î
(2.3-28)
where the classical velocities ^  and 2^' are evaluated at f
lie •
Inserting (2.3-28) into (2.3-25) and choosing the lower limit 
of the phase integral to be ic. , one has
It is also noticed that important contributions to the integral occur 
over a time integral
Ai A — l — L / — t  l « j _I p J [ p (At/m)'iI 1^ 0 (/Î') J 0^
Since the spacing in time between successive coincidence points 
(fy Co o } is assumed large compared to , the contributions
of different coincidence points will not overlap. One may then 
replace the integration limits £ and if £ by plus and minus 
infinity respectively, so that
u
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To go from occupation amplitudes to occupation probabilities, we take 7
the absolute square of CZ 0 )  I ,
^  J ( >
(2.3-32)
where W c  represents the probability of a site jump, |
S —  ^5*^  * occurring in a single coincidence event.
In order to obtain the transition probability, W y  ( ^ / » ';î
giving the average site jump probability per second, equation (2.3-32) 
is multiplied by the probability per second C , for a
coincidence in which the relative velocity, ^  ' ,
lies within a given differential range and integrated over all values 
of IZr » as in reference (17).
The classical occurrence-probability of such a configuration is 
given by
( c )  - / /  I - ( / / , - A  r
Bp (C^ r) <JC^ r E. y. JXfj.., —  X G .
X > (2.3-33)
where
I J  I I  I-X  { « ♦ , I w  '  t / / f / y  cf Û f -----
(2.3-34)
is the total partition function.
Then upon carrying out the velocity integrations and dividing
32
by di to obtain the occurrence probability per unit time, one has
(c) , ^ H o - W ^ k r
e l(4rl F ^
tfxkT/
where
[Vl- (4>(p)/kT
— ( Vi - /I X cj) /k'T 
^  . c/Xv
J (2.3-36)
\/i_ representing the vibrational potential energy of the host 
crystal:
To calculate the field modified jump rate for a polarizable 
crystal, we assume that the electric field and its induced effects 
enter into occurrence probability in that one looks for coincidence 
of the electronic plus electric field energies of neighbouring 
sites. Therefore in (2.3-36) we replace :
or $  ^  } which results from (2.3-23), here
A  =  e/.- ^  r JVj-  W p )  (2.3-37)
■Î!%I
V " ' *' j*'^ _ • s..
"I
33 a“5
is the enhancement of the difference of electronic energies at site 
S and 7^ in the presence of an applied electronic field.
So the field modified F  becomes
f  f  - i i - t'lOL y» -  x O / k r
N
/  -pycx,x, f -p[t>4ioLxF~ ^ j
cJXf ë. , . y tf X^ <2 Jc^ Xq'C- ^
f.lnu,lxE f _f(MUiXN^ y W Al ci
/ - Y  ^
J dXf e, \  . J d y q  e  • .  ^ ^ ^
_  /r 4 "" /, - V "  Ÿ  /  _
(2.3-38)
1
i;;3■Î
Carrying out the integrations in the nominator and denominator of '4
(2.3-38) one has
F  =  £_ / I a  e
(2.3-39)
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which when inserted into (2.3-35) yields
H  do-r = / Ü -  1 ioi- e  -A. I I f  e
(2.3-41)
Comparing (2.3-41) with (2.6) we can write the field modified jump 
rate, :
Equation (2.3-42) predicts a peak at ZÛ —  4 which corres­
ponds to fields ^ 1 0 cm  ^ (see reference 20). Therefore for
fields up to lO^V cm  ^ the effect of the A  term in (2.3-42) 
can be neglected, and substituting the value of A  from (2.3-37) 
it takes the form
I
(2.3-40) f
Multiplying (2.3-40) by (2.3-30), and integrating over all I
(J~ we obtain the transition probability (jump rate);
* ' r .
. t V  It ( T -  /'fc,
A \^/<T^£L^
[e (3 -3'j+ ( - ^3-) j AIt
C U r  4 Jt ( 3 - ^ r j  e.
(2.3-43)
It is noted that, for the case of a polarizable dielectric, the 
net electric field appearing in the jump rate might be different 
from the applied electric field, £to . The reason for this is
35
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the extra ( ■” term in the exponential part. This term |i
gives rise to the possibility of the local field correction to 
hopping probability, and hence to hopping conductivity.
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HOPPING CONDUCTIVITY FOR A POLARIZABLE DIELECTRIC
2.3c Classical approach:
Having calculated the electric field modified jump rate for a
polarizable dielectric, at high temperatures ( T   ^ , it is
now our task to calculate the hopping conductivity of a polarizable
(13)dielectric. We follow a method similar to one by Efros
Consider a general site S  and six nearest
neighbouring sites c: f  Ql . Let be the probab­
ility that there is an extra electron at the lattice site S  
Then -pj satisfies the following rate equation:
^  =3 r  f / T ( 5 ^ f3* ^  T (f I r  5 ^ 3  ]
di L
1 - ^ T  (A-5‘ i ) I (2.3-44)
where CO t C 3 —  ^^  and W p  ( ^ 4-  ^^  j are the jump-rates
from Q Xlo q t n; and from Q f Clc to ^  respectively and
given by the expressions (2.3-42) or (2.3-43).
It is noted that all the indices in the second bracket of 
(2.3-44) differ by a lattice vector from the corresponding
indices in the first bracket and, therefore, assuming that the non­
uniformity is small, this difference can be changed to a derivative 
with respect to Xc :
d h  = Itv-,, [^ > r ( - to r ( â 1^3‘j If ] •
' (2.3-45)
y‘il'''''. Î
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Equation (2.3-46) has the form of a continuity equation and 
therefore the current is equal to
If we assume that the applied electric field, h o   ^is in the 
direction (2.3-47) reduces to
J  ss eajsifujj 4, “* { 3"'^ <^) f ^ J  ^
^  (2.3-48)
where J" - f J  1 and =• f 5  £ | , the lattice spacing.
Further^ in the presence of the applied electric field we can
write
For this same reason one can substitute pj — in the left- 3
hand side of (2.3-45), where O  is the electron concentration and 
// is the number of sites per unit volume (which is assumed to be 
constant). Thus if we multiply (2.3-45) by the electronic charge 
(-Gj , we obtain
~ e d n - - . e  let il If ]
d L  ^ (2.3-46)
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with ZL %% _ %  „{Z_ , the equilibrium probabilities,*3
cut ( y+g. -» sf ) =• <^r Cj+g. -“i) -
with Co T equilibrium jump rates,
then (2.3-48) becomes
J «  e a^OjV ( 3 - ^ g + a , ) " ~  +  e n  a  ?
' (2.3-49)
where ii CO =  W t ( | g-f-gj-^  T ) .
The first term in (2.3-49) is the usual diffusion current, while 
the second term is related to the asymmetry of the transition 
probabilities. If the concentration is uniform the first term can
be neglected and substituting the values of W  r ( 9 9 t (T/ / and/Nj fs* y
W  T C 9 f <7, (2.3-43) we obtain
X  2e a n W  % ( Sf  ^f a ,1  ^ j
t ZA_1T (2.3-50)
Dividing the both sides of (2.3-50) by macroscopic field ^  htna^ c.  ^
we obtain the hopping conductivity %
P f
^  f c \  _ eo n 2 o f r  i 9-^  r J n f f - b'gj J ,   --------- j i
-hr^ë(.a (2.3-51)
i
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From (2.3-51) it is seen that the problem of investigation of 
the local field correction to hopping conduction reduces to the 
evaluation of ( J . This term is calculated in
detail in section (2.4). Applying the results we can write.
(2.3-52)
Substituting (2.3-52) into (2.3-51) we get the hopping conductivity 
for a polarizable dielectric:
c f ' ( e )  —  ^ t o ' s  [ e a e r ^ g . ^  / z U t ]
P 6 ^  rfv? tfi c. Z  2 /c- T~ ^ (2.3-53)
which has no local field correction. Here cr^  is the low
field conductivity and given by ' |
cf' Co) ~  C J j  ( 5-^ g + %  ) • (2.3-54)L T
The Sf ri U function in (2.3-53) implies non-ohmic behaviour A
when £' ryt<xc. * Fot ( X ^  S  ^ and ~J ^  S' 00 K ^ y
non-ohmic behaviour occurs for fields greater than 5 x 10^ V cm
4"t:
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INVESTIGATION OF THE LOCAL FIELD CORRECTION 
TO SMALL POLARON HOPPING CONDUCTION
Before going into detail of this section we note that the
(22)result of this section has been published as a short letter
2.4a Introduction:
In section (2.3b) we saw that, in the classical high temperature 
site jump regime, the jump rate between nearest neighbouring sites J] 
and is given by
CUT r 3 f ) .(2.4-1)
where CU the jump rate in the absence of the external
electric field. As was pointed out earlier, the possibility for
local correction to the jump rate,and hence to the conductivity 
arises due to the presence of the new terra [ P in the
exponential factor. So the problem reduces to an evaluation of
P h/^ for nearest neighbouring sites 9 and with Wg
given by
" (2.4-2)/ I I
First it is noted that the question at hand applies equally to 
the case of point charges and nothing of principle is gained by 
averaging the dipolar potentials over a finite localized wave 
function. Hence the latter are taken to be delta functions at the 
lattice points ^ so that from (2.4-2) we obtain:-r-»
- & L (2.4-3)
. . ..
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and
JLe [  !Vy- / 3 - f 3 ' / 2£>r ( 9-a'F (2.4-4)^  f\j r<»
The most direct way of evaluating the difference (2.4-4) is to 
note that for every dipole at ^  which contributes to 1a /^  ,
there is a corresponding dipole at g' -f- ( 9 j which
contributes identically to . So in taking the difference
they cancel. This cancellation occurs in detail until the outer 
surfaces of the specimen are reached [fig. C-2.. 3)].
1 :
Figure (2.2)
Hence, it is clear that
(2.4-5)
where S,G? is the contribution to the dipole potential at 3
'Iof the surface of dipoles ( o) , while ^ 4^ is that at 3
due to the dipole surface ( , i.e.
s r = z -  « ■ * - «3' I 9-3'i 
*  -
I  O n  -ihe. SctrÇûaZ. ( 4 j  j
and
c " ]  _  y
s' “  y -  / g"- g'/3
(2.4-7)
(o/f / Aa iTc/r /g7£^ C(t) j
In the following sections we will first calculate f 
for samples in the shape of a slab and a sphere then try to find 
the general expressions for a sample in the shape of a general 
ellipsoid of revolution.
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f2.4b Evaluation of ^  for an infinite slab:
For an infinite slab (2.4-5) becomes
(h) U)
(2.4-8)
is the contribution to the dipole potential at S 
of the plane of dipoles ("J , while
due to the dipole plane fa) [c.f. fig. (2.3)]
where
is that at
—  >
Figure (^..'3)
(2.4-9)
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and
S a " ^ - }  » (2.4-10)
i n  /Àe ^ l a r x â . ( J
The plane-wise summation of dipole potentials may be evaluated 
either by a discrete summation over the respective planes or by 
approximating the latter by a continuous dipole surface density, 
this being valid for the majority of pairs of sites ^ , 9
which are sufficiently distant from the surface of the specimen.
Preliminaries: We will consider lattice sums of perfect simple
lattice (Bravais lattice) with cubic symmetry; the usual notation 
for Bravais lattices will be used. The unit cell of the lattice is 
specified by the basis vectors ^ ^  ^ 3  . The volume of the
unit cell is
£>«. =  (2.4-11)
and the unit cell of the reciprocal lattice is mapped out by the 
reciprocal lattice vectors A/ , Ai j A,? defined by the 
relations
Cl {  ^ (2.4 12)
’1
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(k)
A) Calculation of and
Assuming that ^ is 
perpendicular to the plane 
[c.f. fig.(2,5) ] it is seen 
that (2.4-9) can be factorized 
as follows:
I a)
by direct summation method:
^  P
a ) I
[fn ik& fiiauie. 3
(2.4-13)
where B  is the perpendicular 
distance between ^  and the
plane ( and ^  is the Figure (l2..,$])
induced dipole moment and assumed to be parallel to the applied 
field and is identical for all sites ^  . Equation (2,4-13) can
be written,alternatively, as
(k)
(Â. iT) I '^4 3sl (2.4-14)
Here we denote ^  3 , where
. * « and A 3 is a definite integer. So
from figure 12..5) it is seen that ^ 3  is perpendicular to the
plane C^) . Introducing the dimensionless quantity
h - f / , with O- being lattice distance, we may
write
5
(fc) f eP n
A' (2.4-15)
- I
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S ?  = - 8 P | I n S ^ - ^ A ' ) ------------------------------- <2.4-17)J ( c T ^  +  o < ^  ) ^
In Appendix 2B the evaluation of the integral (2.4-17) is carried 
out by two-dimensional Fourier transform and it is found that
- i A i ?  Co-a . (2.4.18)
A s
If we remember that A  3 is the number of unit cells between 
the point ^ and the plane ( ^ } , we can put a superscript (^)
to distinguish it from the case for the plane . So (2.4-18)
becomes
S f L  C e l K [  >1 1 - (2.4-19)
A<
"'-Î
where f A ,,A a n d  ^  is the macroscopic
polarization.
giChoosing the dimensionless basis vector along h
the Z -axis (which is parallel to ), we may decompose
as C A 5 3 ^  » where cPy gives the
location of in the plane. So equation (2.4-15) becomes
which can be written as an integral
-.y lr y  . -.n! ';r.'
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With a similar argument we can write
S c i "  =  C o i k  [ K  1 J  (2.4-20) ^ 4 (a)
^3
/>where A  is the perpendicular distance between the point ^ 
and the plane (^) . And ^3 is the number of unit cells
between the point and the plane CA^/V
Substituting (2.4-19) and (2.4-20) into (2.4-8) we obtain
!LAPc.lhC!.Afj,(2.4-21)
.  / I  \  .
(ij)Now put 0  :r: CL. and f\ =  CL> into (2.4-21),
then we get
JL I VvL "* ] -  - 2 R O .  P  [ c o i U  ^ ^
(2.4-22)
Equation (2,4-22) is the exact result of discrete summation for 
any pair CJ and ^  . But for the points 0 and ^
which are sufficiently distant from the surface of the specimen 
[i.e. .ê.. , J3l 1 ], the €= ol'W terms go to unity. So (2.4-22)Os Os
becomes
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Remembering the definition of the depolarization field, , 
for an infinite slab, we can rewrite Eq. (2.4-23) as.
(2.4-24)
or
e
(2.4-25)
a)
B) Calculation of
approximation :
and S a for a slab by continuum
It has been pointed out that for the points 0 
which are sufficiently distant from the surface of the specimen, the 
dipole planes C and ^ ^3 can be regarded as a continuous 
dipole surface with surface dipole polarization density z;: Cl JP
[c.f. fig. 02.6) ] where ^  is 
the volume polarization and CZ. 
is the lattice distance. As we 
see from fig. ,(2*.-6) all dipole 
elements in a thin ring-shaped 
segment of a disk lie at the same 
distance from g . If ( s)
denotes the radius of such a ring­
like segment and c/.S its width,
its area is d fl-~ 9.% S . The
%
1
Eig. (2.6: . \
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dipole moment d P that is contained in d A is therefore 
d  P  = cj A =  Pa-' S cj 6 := ZKciS pcis. Thus the contribution of 
the ring to the potential at ^ is —  =  — G  ^ P   ^ where
-----   7 fP
r = 4 3 S?" . -To get the potential due to the whole plane
I M  » * we have to integrate over all such rings. So^ «
or
(2.4-26)
By means of a similar argument, we can calculate It
is found to be
5 (2.4-27)
Substitution of (2.4-26) and (2.4-27) into (2.4-8) gives
(2.4-28)
Following the arguments given in (2.4-23), we can write
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u l -  ^ ë i ' i■g-tVg-»- =  . (2.4-29)
The resulting equation (2.4-29) agrees with that of discrete
Msummation (2.4-25) which is valid for points ^ and ^ which j
are sufficiently distant from the surface of the specimen.
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r P P 1^ for a sphere:
Consider the equation (2.4-4), the general expression for
[ w',-],
- ^  - w,t ] ,  2 1  L  >
' r r /  (2.4-30)
and construct the fictitious Lorentz 
sphere concentric with the point O  
as is shown in fig. { 0  is
the point, equidistant from Û and 
q''' ). The radius, R  of the
sphere must be chosen sufficiently 
large that we can make continuum 
approximation outside it. So the 
above summation can be split into 
two parts :
Figure (2.7),
a) Summation individually over the dipoles inside the Lorentz sphere
b) Contribution from the outside dipoles,
L o r ^ ^ l z - ^ Or/.V/cU -1/iUL Sff
y  _£iSA iÉ]   y~  s  A  4- 6  >
9' \ (2.4-31)
where is the first two summations and R  is the rest of the
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right-hand side of (2.4-31).
Calculation of the summation A  : Because of the translational
symmetry is reduced to the following sum, fig, (2.8):
A T  y  -e-cr-g-)7- rr%r-T)a
g- f  / r - r / ,(d»Vï Y/Le, j^ è.m/SfhAnc-fiU ( g) n serons f Jtiu%c^e:J
C4j ) - ) (2.4-32)
Since we choose R  ,
where CL is the lattice 
distance, we can assume that 
C? and ^ are at the centre 
of the Lorentz sphere and we 
can make continuum approxi­
mation to calculate (2.4-32):
(CL)
Figure
s/P-Cg.-g ')
f
(3-^ )
(oi/^ 'er .v er-n - -îkn scr^ t
Sfkenc.-^ i Si^ ri&ce. (A ) (o) ]
pc-
J P  Rcc^O (2.4-33)
Calculation of the summation 3  *
) £■ t ^  t‘ ( 5_i_E ) .r r \
(  ^ ù ( - i-s u 6 i £ûri:irh jS 'f>J ''ü rÇ .^ (  L ^ ira -n l? ^  J ' j?  J
(2.4-34)
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Let g =  gV'4 in (2.4-34), where is the vector going 
from the point ^ to and ' I I^ ^  . So (2.4-34) becomes
' Y  13-3'13 %  u'-a'is
^cjct^r/cü. jg/o /zvfe ^ ( o<^stcb. -frks- Lor^s^-h,
(2.4-35)
Since for the volume outside the Lorentz sphere the condition 
I ^ I  i holds, we can expand the second term in 
(2.4-35) in a Taylor series:
3 ( ^ - g 4" ^jT r \ f  f
i /tie. A'Ivl 4o< sp 1%.-^  ^
I 1.9-r) h (M') 3^' (3-g'j ^ a '‘ )
(2.4-36)
Substitution of (2.4-36) into (2.4-35) gives
(2.4-37)
or
r [  -3 £ •  ( î ' 3  ) ]  ( 3 - â  ) -  1 3 - g ' j f
-|5f  i â - r [
( 0V<4 :f/ cCî.'kk\_
(2,4-38)
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It is easily seen that the square'bracket in (2.4-38) is the
dipole field contribution to the point 0 from all the dipolesPU
outside the Lorentz sphere. So this field must be equal to 
depolarization field,  ^ plus the Lorentz field, . So
(2.4-38) becomes
(2.4-39)
Substitution of (2.4-33) and (2.4-39) into (2.4-31) gives
Substitution of the value of Z^. into (2.4-40)
J becomes
=  - e  b - E ,  -  a e , "  » (2.4-41)
The results found in (2.4-29) and (2.4-41) can easily be 
generalized to any sample in the shape of a general ellipsoid of 
revolution, namely
h ' / - K v  “ ^ ‘  ^a-5t)
(2.4-42)
with ~ ~ ^ Ï depolarization field, where N  is the approp­
riate depolarization factor. For justification of (2.4-42) the 
reader is referred to Appendix 2G where we calculate l/\/^ itself 
for samples in the shape of a slab and a sphere and prove the
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following theorem, namely; For a sample in the shape of a general
I»
ellipsoid of revolution W g  has the form
G ^  ( 3 - % )  ;
•' (2.4-43)
where is the vector going to the centre of mass.
From (2.4-42) and (2.4-1), the net electric field appearing in 
the jump ratejand hence in the hopping conductivity is given by
e  + [  i v / -  =  a  ( £ .  ( 3 -  r)
(2.4-44)
and is simply equal to é:n-f(ic. » the macroscopic electric field^due
to all charges external and internal to the specimen. Under
constant voltage conditions, this is identical to the field which
would exist in the absence of the dielectric.
We note that although the above result was obtained for Bravais
lattices with equal dipoles at each site, it can easily be generalized
to a lattice with a basis as well provided that hopping occurs on the
same sublattice. The reason for this is that the quantity ( K/gJ
depends on the dif^erenc^ in energy at the two sites involved in the
site jump. Because of this the short-range and Lorentz contributions
to the dipolar potentials at the two sites cancel in detail, and one
is left only with the contribution of dipoles on the outer surface of
the specimen. This contribution, when added, to that due to external
charges, gives just the macroscopic electric field unmodified by the
local field corrections.
The examples of the perfect crystalline materials to which our
result can be applied are the alkali h a l i d e s a n d  orthorhombic 
(35)sulphur . However there exist some crystalline materials like 
ferrites and g a r n e t s i n  which the small polaron hopping may take
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place between different sublattices as well, i.e., from octahedral
to tetrahedral sites and from tetrahedral to octahedral sites. SoP '1
in taking the difference^ j ^ the short range contributions
do not cancel completely and [" f^'.] can be. written approxi­
mately as
' '3 - "3
(2.4-45)
where ^  k ~ ^ 3  —  Bs • And F 3 and ^ 3  are the ^3 fields at
lattice sites ^  and ^  respectively. In this case the net 
electric field appearing in the jump rate is given by
_  e ( S  ^ )
(2.4-46)
and is equal to j E k k
In the following section we extend the present theory to the 
case of hopping between different sublattices.
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Extension of the present theory to*hopping between different 
sublattices:
2.5a Introduction:
This is the situation that may occur in ferrites and garnets in 
which two types of centres A  and S  are present separated by an 
energy (figure 2.11). We assume that -A Ü ^  and
that conduction is due to hopping between A  sites but in each 
case the carrier must hop over an intermediate &  site.
The ferrites are derived from crystalline Fe^O^ by substituting
divalent and trivalent metal ions for irons while garnets are derived
2+ 34-from crystalline ytrium oxide by substituting Fe and Fe for 
ytrium ions. Structurally both materials form cubic oxygen lattice 
with metal ions in octahedral and tetrahedral sites. Usually the 
Fe^^ ions show a preference for octahedral sites while Fe^* ions can
be found in both octahedral and tetrahedral sites in the ratio 1:1
for ferrites and 2:3 for garnets. The electron transport is 
ascribed to Fe^* - Fe^^ exchange between sites. Normally the 
distribution of cation on the octahedral sites is random hence the 
distance between octahedral sites can be large and the electron may 
move indirectly via a tetrahedral site. The random distribution 
of cation on the octahedral sites leads to an energy spread ]/\/o
which is assumed to be very much smaller than l< T*
— . r- - —1
A» " • a 11
A A
Figure (2.11)
—Ln—LJ__l: I-*' v-'L _ 'i*
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If we denote octahedral sites by A and tetrahedral sites by B >
,grince A and B sites are distributed randomly, the electron will move 
sometimes from A to A and sometimes from A to depending on the 
jump rate.
Now assuming that electrons always hop indirectly via a tetra­
hedral site, we can estimate the maximum enhancement in the macro­
scopic conductivity due to local field effect. In the following 
section this enhancement is derived on the basis of a model developed 
by Austin and Sayer^^^.
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2.5b: Calculation of the masmum enhancement in thé( cohductiyity for
hopping between different.sublattices in one.dimensions
We assume hopping between two different sublattices A and 8 
as illustrated in the figure, i.e. A  — ^ B p i  B R  . . and so
on : 8 S 6 S
A A Â A  A
We denote the impedance of the hop from A  to B by 
2^ ajb» nnd the impedance of the hop from B to A  by .
In the absence of the applied field fc:o , the average imped­
ance per hop is
o ®
7.. _^  a ✓ ■ ' — -- — ..    j
^  ^  2. (2.5-1)
where 2 f\ is the average number of links in the chain we consider
(a number Hi of A  B  type links and an equal number of B'"^R
type links).
In the presence of an applied field Eo both and
become reduced by a factor ^  and ^  respect­
ively;
z ^ t  = z i t  ■> (2.5-2)
Z U  ) (2.5-3)
where 0  (Pai) and 0 ) ( F are given by the following 
expression; (in accordance with (2.3-53) and (2.4-46))
j - F  to, >
• (2.5-4)
^(f u )= , Fu  = - f--A ,
^ (2.5-5)
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where ^  , 6L is the average jump distance, is the
local field across the hop ^ and £  I a. is the one across
the hop g  A  . Normally E  /j and ^  k<s\r can be written
as ; ^ a n d  E 1&4 - E/vz^ tc ^  k . Here
^Ij is the field due to hopping from R to B  in the presence of
r. rrA_jr 9 ,_Ginduced dipoles: tz h ~ ^ 3  ^3 , where and h.^ are the
fields at lattice sites A  and S  respectively.
In the presence of an applied field the average impedance
per link becomes _
7 f\ lak ^  iFal)-F n ^ fW Zaé 4Lf ^ ------   — ----------    %________________  ___:_f
(2.5-6)
For average conduction we can write
<cr'(o)> 7 . .  [ f ' ( F a )  f  2 u (  F & . ) ]
(2.5-7)
Next we write E?À. and* in terms of impedances;
E  P
o. rrk-tjF*6 =  _____________
 ^  ^ f  z li 4) Foi
and
Fia = /ZA =  Z L  F ' ( F ‘> A ________
From (2.5-8) and (2.5-9) we can write
z l &  = f  ( 9^(W)[z:,6 ^  (««]] (2
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and
% L  -  f ( F u ) + z l  é''cfu)] .
(2.5-11)
Substitution of (2.5-10) and (2.5-11) in the numerator of 
(2.5-7) gives
,<c/[47 ^ J (2.5-12)
Substituting the value of 0  ( FaX J and 0 C  F from 
(2.5-4) and (2.5-5) into (2.5-12) we get
=  £ ù l h ± . -  cash , U p _ i 3
/  f  '  (2.5-13)
From (2.5-13) it is seen that the macroscopic conductivity becomes 
modified by the factor of Cosh [  ^  ^ ^
Numerical analysis: Assuming that the total polarizability arises
from the oxygen ior^we can say that the E "3 field at an octahedral
site is zero, i.e., Ej* . On the other hand the field at a
tetrahedral site is non-zero^^^'^^^. Let us assume that it is
r  ^ C  —  tiFPcomparable with the Lorentz field E 3 ^ 2. ' 3 ' • On the basis
of this assumption we can approximate (2.5-13) as follows:
<(if'(ciyy /'yse a  /z] ^ (2.5-14)
Using the well-known relation
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with E as the static dielectric constant, we can substitute
2  - Ern-tac- in (2.5-14), hence
■\{j' ^ a t ryiac. /z j
[ /geq /a j
C o x F f
(2.5-16)
Figure (2.12) shows  ^^  } y Z"\ cF ( ° )y versus £mat /t* for 
various values of . As is seen the enhancement is very small
5>0
for low fields but can be very large for non-ohmic regions.
-.0
A  2.0oI
g
V
X
-Qf- 43-
0.-= 4,17 A
£ " \<3
fLi * «
/ o
9
Lo-
I I
6 m « / T ( V c m ' K ' )  %*»
Figure (2.12): <tr'(!?■)> /{cF fo)> versus £
various values of t. . The full lines correspond to 
Acs in
0^0^  200!:
e / T  for
V -.A
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2.6 Application of the present theory to the transition metal oxide 
glasses :
As was pointed out earlier, the present theory is a suitable 
generalization of the small polaron theory of Holstein which is 
based on the assumption of a regular periodic lattice. Therefore 
to apply the present theory to transition metal oxide glasses, it
should be modified such as to describe their properties.
(2)Schmid has discussed the formation of the small polaron in 
transition metal oxide glasses, and given a more reasonable model 
of the glass lattice to which the small polaron theory was applied. 
The glass picture of Schmid is as follows: The glass structure
consists of a random cation lattice embedded in the lattice of 
glass formers and anions. For example, in the case of the vanadium 
pentoxide glasses the vanadium ions form the random cation lattice 
and the phosphorous ions are the glass formers while the oxygen 
ions are the anions. The conduction electrons will be the 3d 
electrons of the transition metal cations which are strongly local­
ized. It is also assumed that short range order is approximately 
preserved, namely,that the environment of each metal cation is 
random distortion of that appropriate to the stoichiometric tran­
sition metal oxide crystal.
Before giving the application of the present theory to the 
glass case it is expedient to consider the wave functions of the 
transition metal cations briefly. In the case of octahedral 
arrangements of oxygen ions, the 3d states of a transition metal 
cation split into six states of ^2^ symmetry with orbital wave 
functions of the form
x y  f C O  , , ' 2 ^  f M
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and four states with ^ g symmetry with wave functions
The energy difference Z\ A between these states is called the 
"crystal field splitting", fig. (2.13a). On the other hand, in 
the case of tetrahedral arrangements of oxygen ions, the 3d states 
split in the reverse of octahedral arrangement, fig. (2.13b).
When transition metal oxides mix with PgO^ to form the glasses, 
we believe that because of the random distortions from the
1
Z X
(a)
À
(b)
Figure (2.13): Energy scheme for 3d orbitals
a) in octahedral arrangement, b) in tetrahedral arrangement
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stoichiometric transition metal oxide, the degeneracy of the above 
orbitals are removed and the electron occupies the ground states.
Let us denote these orbitals (r) and Cfd corresponding
to octahedral and tetrahedral arrangements respectively.
To generalize our theory to the glass model, first we replace 
the previous local wave functions satisfying the equation (2.3-2) 
with the above C^J (ir) or ^  depending on octahedral or
tetrahedral arrangements. The effect of the applied electric field 
to the present waves will be exactly the same as before,since they 
are real and have even parity. Hence for the glass case all the 
previous equations will be replaced with the present wave functions. 
The only difference is that the summations over the periodic lattices 
will be replaced by the summations over the random lattices. As 
long as the local field correction problem is concerned the summation 
(2.3-18) over the periodic lattice must be replaced by the three 
different summations over the random lattices, assuming 0 is an 
octahedral site we can write.
<  =  // « k - l / L  , I  i
/  Pi . /  1  I c -
j CfV'er hhe r  oo 1 i ov 'er Ift/?/ m e / cexé/ons J [   ^ fo r m e r s  \
1
(2.6-1)
I" /4a r'eti/tofoyi an t'G ris j
As was discussed in section (2.4) we can replace I 
by delta functions at the lattice point ^ , so that from (2.6-1)
we obtain
+ }  -P-L'h'S) ^^  \%-%T Y  T  I '
(2.6-2)
. '  1
where , Pp > fo are the induced dipole moments of metal
ions, phosphorous ions and oxygen ions respectively.
Further assuming that classical occurrence probability approach S
holds for random lattices we can generalize (2.3-43) to the random c|
lattices, namely;
Co X ( Jo* (S'S"") f ( W " )j >
(2.6-3)
where IV5 and are given according to (2.6-2).
p fTo calculate jiVg and Vq" from (2.6-2) we assume that the 
total polarizability arises from the oxygen ions and the contribution 
of the transition metal ions and glass formers to the polarizability 
is zero (i.e. Pa^ — P p— ^ ) . We then make use of the
short-range order which extends to a few lattice spacings, namely: 
we construct the fictitious Lorentz spheres concentric with the
points 3 and . And we choose the radius of the Lorentz -----
sphere about few lattice spacings and assume that the dipoles outside 
the Lorentz sphere can be approximated by a continuum. Then 
can be written as
r i r i  ( t e  //a-O. I r e v e r  i Lu. r c n J ° t r r  a.4ti<>GS  ^ ^ \
t L e i r - e r i / t ,  i y A o r ' i . J  L  a >■ j  1 eût- I  I'O -L 'O re n i t- | ^
Let us denote the short-range contribution to by
Since the random dipoles outside the Lorentz sphere can be approxi­
mated by a continuum, their contribution to the point ^ , in
accordance with Appendix 2G, will be . Hence
(2.6-4) can be written as
I
W  g ^  S.- - (2.6-5)
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f*
Similarly can be written as
W g -  = . (2.6_6)
Now if the sites B  and 9 are identical (both have ofcta-/V
hedral or tetrahedral environments) the short-range contributions 
will be equal >
(Xg = . (2.6-7)
So in taking the difference 1 the short-range contri-
butions cancel and we can write,
Substitution of (2.6-8) into (2.6-3) gives
(2.6-8)
(2.6-9)
i.e-. no local field doTrection 'to the jump rate» |
On the other hand.if the sites 4 and 3, are not identical, I
for example ^ has an octahedral arrangement and ^ has a J
tetrahedral arrangement of oxygen ions, the short-range contributions J
will not be equal, ^ ' «3?his will lead to local field
type corrections to jump rate,.and hence" to fche hopping conductivity.
In transition metal oxide glasses, because of the mixed valency, 
we believe that metal ions can be found in both octahedral and tetra­
hedral sites (like ferrites and garnets). Hence in taking the
r p '1difference f iVg- k/^ ^  j j short-range contributions do not cancel 
in detail and be written approximately^in
accordance with (2.4-45)^ as
^  + e  £(.,• l%- 1
(2.6-10)
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a y- g*'
where £ ^  ^ 3  is the difference of the Ë.^ fields
at sites ^ and <?'''' .rV ret
In line with section (2.5-b) the above extra term €. 
will give rise to a considerable enhancement in the macroscopic 
conductivity. As was seen from figure (2.12) at higher fields the 
resulting effective field can be as high as ^ w h i c h  
might account for the • large experimental jump parameters.
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2.7 Conclusions:
We have investigated the local field corrections to a particular 
kind of hopping mechanism, namely the small polaron hopping conduct­
ion. This has been shown by a natural extension of the existing 
theory of Holstein.
The result of this chapter can be summarized as follows:
For crystalline case, local field corrections are absent if 
hopping occurs on the same sublattice. However, for hopping between 
different sublattices, local field corrections can exist and, while 
negligible at low fields ^ 6 ,  can be considerable for 
high fields.
For glasses, as a result of short range order, similar results 
have been obtained. Namely, no local field corrections for hopping 
between identical sites but possible local field corrections for 
hopping between non-identical sites especially at high fields.
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(APPENDIX 2A)
Comparison of f  - 5 J :
Recall (2.3-9), (2.3-16) and (2.3-18). Noting that the basic 
functions are real and by setting equal to zero in accordance
with the assumption (b) in the text we can write,
^ ÿ' —  y  ^ } (2A.1)
v L Ê l ç i l l J (2A.2)
and
.t
h/.f/, = j / Y — " (2A.3)
Transforming the integration variable to -P JC'“ ?" ,6 and 
expanding the summation about ^ , (2A.2) becomes
J u,, V I - A f lïk -  J ^
where stands for the summation in (2A.2). It is noted that
the coefficient of in the square bracket is simply equal to
6? (ëi where J; / is the depolarization field and
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is the Lorentz field and both are proportional to the applied field,
/ ^  ^  e  C £1 -b è ï )  -  G  «  E o  , w / ' A A  / ^  I <  / .
(2A.5)
With the above definition (2A.4) can be written as
jl A;, =E re + Uuéh)^ (-r)J\(^  < K É c - .
f ^  [ <^ 4 E - 3 1 ^
(2A.6)
Further, equation (2A.3) can be simplified by noting that the 
question at hand applies equally to the case of point charges and 
nothing of principle is gained by averaging the dipolar potentials 
over a finite wave function. Hence the latter are taken to be 
delta functions at the lattice sites so that from (2A.3) we can 
write
w L ,  - A - ( p h - â ^ )  _
9 4^ 4 / 3 + J -  3 IL t cr -4- li — a i ^ (2A.7)
Comparing (2A.6) with (2A.1) and (2A.7) we can write 
f f fJ =  I V g . k  + .  jp(A)£ (2A.8)
or
9)
Transforming the integration variable to .0 L.. , (2A.9)~ 2-
becomes
.-.y .-.J r ,.:T:,:-Â
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=  -  e il i.'k i i S - t y y
=  e. ^  jz =: e ^  a ^3-9+4 »
(2A.10)
On the other hand J( can be written as
J ( 2Cg+-/i) ~  "  W p -S 34'/i X
(2A.11)
where W p  is the binding energy of the small polaron*.
Sample numerical calculation:
We use the numerical estimates of reference (20) and take 
typical values for the experimental conditions:
^  ^X/(7 / crw
CX {
IVf, «  (2/ 5" e
Then according to (2A.10) and (2A.11)
J ( lV<3-rk r - v / r t ^----------  6 / V *X (2A.12)
Therefore at fields which we are interested in, the terra
3  ^C becomes very much smaller than
J ( , X<^ -t A ) ; hence can be neglected.
*For justification of this c.f. reference (26) where X  is found
Lto be J - - S  , with —  the binding energy,
k  0 ^  ^
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(APPENDIX 2B)
Evaluation of the integral
5(b)? - 8 P ) LX' 1___________c / y  <2b.i)( cf^ f Aj
Now for a simple cubic lattice, we have —  ( and
2. \ 7 . \ '2- Therefore, (2B.1) becomes
(h)
X t \3/i
(2B.2)
by two-dimensional Fourier transform ( ^ ^2 ) , we can transform
the two-dimensional sum into an equivalent sum over the corresponding 
two-dimensional reciprocal lattice (Parseval's theorem). So (2B.2) 
becomes
(6)
~ B P  FT, [2 : U A  a)] F \ + AÏ H ;(2B.3)
where is the area in reciprocal space.
It will be shown in Appendix 2C that
T"" ,F 71 [Z j SI k-k- J ) (2B-4)
■ V ..
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a,where /; w c: A, X, f andr\/
It will also be shown In .Appendix 2E that
a.C£U
CL
FT, 1
..
i j ÿ ï l h L h ï i ^ } ^ - ! ) (2B.5)
( V )
where / is the modified Bessel function of second kind. 
Substitution of (2B.4) and (2B.5) into (2B.3) gives.
5(h)
By interchanging the summation and the integral we have
S '  (h-h) jcl^ \m
i '■ ^ "(28.7)
or
/>,>
5 r i „ s p Z » . i. h'i
(2B.8)
Replacing f and ^ where < and A 2_
are integers ( A; ; O / + f . f 2. / - * -  ^ we have
-1?
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ci>) 6  P I
A' <P C (2B.9)
or
a)
s . (2B.10)
Now substitute
z ZJ< i <^{ A;e 2_ ^ Cf) ; (2D.10) into (2B.10),n
where f] are integers. We have
(6) V,s ,  .  - «  8  f  J  - I Z  S  ( Ï-n A ,  (  J  (2B.11)
or
S,(4) B P Z  » , J L / l Z Z î / z î ; ' Ji^K D r  z__ A,
fli A  ! (2B.12)
r.-' - ' - ' -" - I r- ;.i.--I.-
10
4
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Because of the properties of ('2-^ function (Appendix 2F) ,
the only non-zero contribution to the sum comes from the terra 
/\^ O  • Using (2F.2), we can write
I Ij A, K I (= A ,
(2B.13)
Substituting (2B.13) into (2B.12), we get
which is equal to
(2B.14)
-  4 L 1 L  C o U  ( t w V )  .
Here we put
cOY ___ ^  21 Co i'U IK Y)
J i.— _ I) ^ X (2B.16)
(for the value of this sum see for instance reference 21, p.467).
APPENDIX 2C
Proof of the relation; F I I~. S  =  2. ^  ^  ' ^ A' J A**
The three-dimensional Fourier transform of a function f C^ ) is 
defined by
FTs f  f ( r ) j  f  ( £ )  « , v p  ( z % ;  a  F  ( b ) ( 2 c . 1)
The inversion is
F  /j L F  (fj)j - J '  P ( h )  =  - Ç ( r )  .
(2C.2)
À well-known formal expression for the 8 -function is
(2C.3)
for which we can write
(2C.4)
By inversion
F  Y  [  s  ( r - f ) ]  =  e A - p  ( i R i  b ' l l (2C.5)
In a similar way, we can derive the two-dimensional Fourier 
transform of the function  ^ ) which has S-singularities
at the points 0Z\' and which is zero elsewhere. One finds;
• 2-i'V 1 i •■Jr.
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F  y / X . -  X
A"
In Appendix 2D we shall show that
X  e A p ( î K . i  / i - X ' J  - Z  S ih'hx')
X  X
From (2C.6) and (2C.7) we see that
F7T [ Z  § ( )] = X  -6a')
X  exp h -4')
A' (2C.6)
(2C.7)
(2C.8)
i
APPENDIX 2D
Proof of the relation.
2 ..- p [i)^c ij'pX") § ( h ' à y )  ;
A" ' A' (2D.1)
We start out from Poisson*s sum* formula;
) — Z«. ^ ^ ( i ) ex^o(-iK i V^ J 4 j »
y Cot}
Inserting for the 81^) function we find
(2D.2)
^ 8 ( X-/?) =  .
/7 «-c« y
Using
(2D.3)
, we can write for the
left-hand side of (2D.1);
/ (Ti2xp(%%6 A; (j!?.y  I ( J exp ^ Ar.
A,
(2D.4)
By virtue of (2D.3), we can write (2D.4) as
 ^ -Xf. (^ f^ i b'S'x) -  11 Z .  ^ ( b' ' - 4 )  s X  _ Ü  ^( iv2: 1Z_ A; A'
or
•c.f. reference (27) p.28.
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y
A- ç/^-) „  7__ [ Ij S
A'
C A, „ W )
(2D.5)
The integers A ,r ( 6 = // <t j may be written as A J '» •
Because; = 2  A f  ‘^ A ' = Z - J C  ' Pï ) =  Z  Aj S ; -
So (2D.5) becomes ■ a
2 1  h-s'y ) =  2 _
A'A'
or
;f(^-i7,i-]-gsi) î
(2D.6)Jexp (î.Kl AA' ' y
i A ; J
Now choose another cartesian coordinate system C  ^ !)
from which (  ^ can be obtained by a rotation transformation:
i ^ k\ I X
= f V
(X, I I
'c<
'X
tl
IL.
Vi\
'(2D.7)
So
(X ; ^  <K   ^ V-i- " 1 A (L—  '-«a I i )
x\ (2D.8)
then
ik' h^ )' 'Xi =  ( A • I I—  Xjd
Z.
(h-iu)tXj '^ ‘■r hi-/
-  X  ( k-h.\\ (  Vé ' l r ) - ~ 2 _  ( t'bx)~ 'A'i.x )
f.T J
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or
(2D.9)
Substitution of (2D,9) into (2D.6) gives
or
A' A- A'
è-ir).
Z C - —  /___ S I ^ j cz. ZlsC  ^ I
A" M l  X"
(2D.10)
since /] is a rotation transforg^tionywe put | /^  j —  ( in
(2D.10).
  liijiM -ZL—
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APPENDIX 2E
Calculation of h  ^2 j
FT.
From the definition;
z)i{ {^ )I e dxci
f z}X t ( X il ^ t ^  A tj j
_g____________   c L  cI
( X ^ t y ^ +“
(2E.1)
The double integral (2E.1) can be expressed as the iterated integral:
î<a Ixhok»
F A /
( or"^  f J J
e
i/}i t X h Xe ax
(2E.2)
or
F T , I
( cr* ^ i Aj
■ J A
(2E.3)
where
OiJ
A
tRiX A ; )( It X
( x"-+^/-f A | ÿ1:0 /
J A
with (C? =  y  ^'3
Substituting Z. —  F  into (2E.4) we get
where otD
e —  <r.ly\
'L  (x'^-ta^Ÿi.} -ok,
CSlJSl-CU f C S'rl LX
(2E.6)
y
.AO
/  ÎZ-K r r  1
^  cl X = - -L 1 . I. ^  cfx
CL. CL J ( x ^- ha^)X (2E.5)
!
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It is easily seen that the second integral in (2E.6) is zero. 
(Because the integral of an odd function from - c-o to cxp is zero). 
So (2E.6) becomes
g =  c U  s  2. 7)
where LI 2 J is the modified Bessel function of second kind.
Substituting (2E.7) into (2E.5) we get
z, ' 4 1
^  Z  a  " ‘CU (2E.8)
where is the modified Bessel function of second kind.
Substituting (2E.8) into (2E.3) we have
I
(2E.9)
-ofe>
Substituting the value of Z  and into (2E.9), it becomes
F U
"'ck)
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APPENDIX 2F
The behaviour of Tl ^ - I function
2 “’-o ^
where j is the Gamma function. So
À- Ji (9)=^ n o ( f . (2F.2)
‘3- —a. a ^ o
L;» -jj- r{v) , (2F-1)
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APPENDIX 2G
l U - e L
and construct the fictitious Lorentz sphere concentric with the 
point ^ . The radius, of the sphere must be chosen
sufficiently large that we can make continuum approximation outside 
it. So the above summation can be split into two parts:
a) summation individually over the dipoles inside the Lorentz 
sphere
b) contribution from outside dipoles,
 ^ f # a ( 3 ' 9 l ‘ g- I (2G.2)
■ /  ' m s i c i x .  -/ \ / 0  S f - I ' I x S L .  \
' LonS,-/ fz. J \ j
Since we are dealing with Bravais lattices of equal and parallel 
dipoles it is easily seen that rhe first part of (2G.2) vanishes and 
one is left with
kVq =:------Z---  ' (2G.3)
■3
.3
Evaluation of K/q for Bravais lattices:
rIn this part we first calculate MZj for samples in the 
shape of a slab and a sphere then generalize the result with a 
theorem to any sample in the shape of a general ellipsoid of 
revolution.
n/ ^A) Evaluation of for a slab;
I / ^Consider the general expression (2.4-3) for '
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As has been noted, the Lçrentz‘sphere is chosen so that we can 
approximate the outside dipoles by.a continuum. That is
\N1 . e Z_i' 1 3 -a'i^
/ Ouiii'cU •f/t-î'- \' ' ' ' - . /- J
or we can write*
.X J I <*3 " Î J
(2G/4)~
dV,
h/<i e
P a Vi ) (2G.5)
jy,''
where Vj is the volume of outside the sphere.
By the help of the Divergence theorem  ^j Ÿ'/I^V ^ j J
(2G.5) can be written as
kV
p r
1 e
p . n
i  U-J'i ) (2G.6)
where Si is the surface of the volume V{ and H is the 
unit normal vector of S 1
From fig. (2.9)) it is seen that S  •' has two parts which are
the inside surface, S/ and the outside surface, *S 
fore (2G.6) can be written as
There-
IV e
s. I
f
e P -  a a s ,  .
A'o I S' '
(2G.7)
*To write the Eq. (20-5) we used the following vector identity;
0our case 0  — -t with
' jP cr. O  aad (j) ..z=.
I a-r. I '.4
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It is easily seen that the first part of (2G,7) vanishes;
K
P- ciS;
" n I
and (2G.7) becomes
J R
e. d s . (2G.8)
From fig. (2.9) it is seen that (2G.8) can be written as
J
p i Û ru. Cb)
r f D.
1
cis^ ) (2G.9)
(X.
plavOJt-Co-^
where
d =: Z.K. S  j s  )
cl 6; 2 K s  cl s )
‘ii'jTi 1 c(= r s
P - n
-P " G  Cl
ton
Figure (2,9)
:B8
with the above identities Eq. (2G.9) becomes 
S
H > p + e F
' Fi'-t 8 "’ ^ (2G.10)
or
, PK/3
1/ 1
(2G.11)
where ^  is the size of the slab. Ÿ
For an infinite slab, where S  A  /^  j  W ^  becomes
Wg ~ - '6ît e P C A ~ f?) (2G.12)
or
(2G.13)
where is the vector going to the centre of mass
PB) Evaluation of iV^  for a sphere:
/  4 ^
cISf - &%
2 , a P  cos O'
' i- 3.4 = ^
I |C - t C 2-pel-«-Cxi(9
Figure. (2.IQ)
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It is noted that (2G.8) is in fact a general result for a 
specimen in the shape of a general ellipsoid of revolution. So to 
calculate for a sphere we can use (2G.8) again:
r 0 -Ü
Jo (2G.14)
or
Wc| — - a  R (9- <1 6 -  _  -e . p  c
■5 f  R H   ^ (2G.15)
From fig. (2.10)it is seen that (2G.15) can be written in the
form
(2G.16)
where *^ 0 is the vector going to centre of the sphere (centre of 
mass).
The results found in (2G.1‘3) and (2G.16') imply that for a
Csample in the shape of a general ellipsoid of revolution |-V.j will
. J
have a unique form which is ^  ^  i ' %?)
C) Theorem: For a sample in the shape of a general ellipsoid of
rrevolution VV«j has the form :
(2G.17)
t  I is the depolarization field and 9] ^  is the vector 
going to the centre of mass.
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Proof; Let us consider (2G.8) again;
( -& L Q  j
X  13-1 .1
a
The above formula is a general result as long as the uniform 
polarization exists. It applies to any sample in the shape of 
general ellipsoid of revolution. Let us write
- e. (^1 %) , (2G.18)
where
f ,efj--
(2G.19)
Let us replace by a general vector, r in (2G.19):
p. n
S' a ’ (2G.20)
If we compare (2G.20) with (1.7) of Chapter I, we see that 
(2G.20) is the potential from which the depolarization field, 1 
is derived:
-  V. =  IE, (r) (2G.21)
or
Vr r £ - nL cIS,
i  K-r.l (2G.22)
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The depolarization field, (rj has an advantageous
property for specimens in the shape of a general ellipsoid of
revolution (a class that includes spheres, cylinders and discs).
This property is cc
A uniform polarization produces a uniform depolarization field.
So for a sample in the shape of a general ellipsoid of revolution 
will be uniform.
E X ' - ) -  ' (2G.23)
or
Substitution of (2G.23) into (2G.21) gives 
^  ( r j • — / 'JJ ^
(2G.24)
(2G.25)
Now we replace ^  with ^  in (2G.25);
çSfj) -  _ Ê, - 3 t a  . (2G.26)
From the boundary conditions we finds
(2G.27)
where is the point where Pllj becomes zero. For uniform
polarization would be the centre of mass. Substituting
(2G.27) into (2G.26) gives
(2G.28)
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And becomes
J , .r;
f ^ - e  e  i - r  C â r â ° J  - (20.29) |
, j
7 #
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CHAPTER III
THE QUESTION OF THE LOCAL CORRECTION TO THE
HALL MOBILITY OF THE SMALL POLARON
3.1 Review of the Hall mobility of the small polaron:
The existence of a Hall effect of the small polaron for a non-
(19)polar crystal was first considered by Friedman and Holstein 
The model is a suitable generalization of the one-dimensional mole­
cular-crystal model. The generalizations are as follows:
Since the existence of the Hall effect needs more than one 
spatial dimension, one can generalize equation (2.2) to the three** 
dimensions in the following sense: Although the molecular crystal
is taken to be three-dimensional, the motion of the electron occurs
in a plane which is perpendicular to the applied magnetic field, N ,
One replaces the scalar site index H by a vector index;
3  z=. 2L  where the 0  ^ are a basic set of lattice
^  i't
displacement vectors and the are integers.
Secondly, the effect of a constant applied electric field.^  / 
and applied magnetic field, ^  y must be included in the Hamiltonian. 
The effect of the magnetic field is to modify the local wave 
functions ^  to new local functions ^
which satisfy the equation
where the "symmetrical" gauge is taken
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Now by introducing the gauge transformation
f
^  (r, Xf) ~ (<''%) 'G (3.2)
the equation (3.1) can be written as
—  ( X f r  i-f- u  X (r'i) j + (.p-a. )]%,  ,2/vr \ - 2C. y J (3.3)
the solution of which are of the form
y-i(c') = %  ( r - % )  " (3.4)
It is noted that, to first order in H  , equation (3.1) can be 
written as
1 i ù  f X  i- ^  Cc)=. £'()%)-X,ec) •
2./VI 'X C J (3.5)
On the other hand, since the basic wave functions, ^  i
are assumed to be non-degenerate, hence real, they will be Z-states 
( ^2, ^  ^ ) , i.e., ^  t ^  ^  ' Therefore they
will satisfy the following equations;
f - i i  vX^- t i l e  f u 1 =• ^ ^ •I 2m  2 m c  J (3.6)
Now comparing (3.5) and (3.6) one can say that 7^ ^c) is equal
to to first order in f£ • Orie thus has
^  ■ (3.7)
Following the same analysis of Appendix I of reference (16) y
with the new local function  ^ ) the modified transfer
integral can be calculated. It takes the form
9.5
(3.8)
where
and
with
J  (j:) U  (jc) ^  CfZ-k) (3.9)
- f z (3.10)
which is the area of the triangle whose vertices coincide with the 
site g , ^ f- a n d  the origin. It may be mentioned in
passing that, although the magnetic phase factors ^  ^  t are
not uniquely defined (because the origin is chosen arbitrarily), the 
sum of the phase factors linking any set of three (or more) sites in 
a closed cycle is unique; for example:
where
(3.13)
is the area vector of the triangle whose-vertices coincide with the 
sites f^ . Equation (3.12) is crucial to the
existence of a non-vanishing Hall effect.
The third generalization of (2.2) involves taking into account 
the existence of a spatially constant dc electric field, ^
"f
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To do so one adds the standard electric* field terra )
(6)
to the total Hamiltonian.- In this process ^  automatically
separates into two parts. One of these, namely %  , appears
as an additive modification of the local site energy term, /J 
The other, ^ , gets included in the local site
Hamiltonian of equation (2.2) of chapter II. For zero’ th order wave 
functions which are non-degenerate, spherically symmetric, ^-states, 
this extra term results in no first order change of the wavefunctions. 
Therefore to the first order, 3 / *^5 ) remain unchanged*.
The results of the above-discussed three generalizations can be 
summarized by writing down the equation obeyed by the coefficients 
ÿ ( ' " ’ of the total wavefunction;
"hi ^ (3.14)
Equation (3.14) constitutes the basis of the study of the Hall effect 
for a non-polar crystal.
Now, if we compare equation (3.14) with equation (2,14) of 
chapter II we can say that in the presence of the applied magnetic 
field the only change is that the transfer integral ^  J is
Ï g+A
replaced with a magnetic field-dependent transfer integral — J Ô  *
(3.15)
*See for example, reference 38 p.159
'■■'•.p
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3.1a The Hall effect in the site jump regime;
As was mentioned in chapter II, for temperatures above the 
critical t e m p e r a t u r e ^   ^ the small polaron motion occurs j
by means of thermally activated jumps from one local site £ to a 
neighbouring site by virtue of the non-vanishing transfer
integral jT . The jump rate, W  f , at high temperatures j 
^  , takes the form of an activated process ;
(3.16)^ t j k T £.£1
which is proportional to ,
In the presence of the applied magnetic field the above jump 
rate takes the form
(3.17)
which is independent of H  * Therefore in treating the Hall 
effect, higher order processes involving the occupation of (at least) 
three sites must be taken into account. Thus the elementary tran­
sition probabilities must be calculated for three mutually near
neighbouring sites. The simple case is a two-dimensional triangular
(19)geometry which was first considered by Friedman and Holstein ' .
In this geometry three sites of this array form an equilateral tri­
angle: they are labelled simply i , ? and 3 as in figure (3.1).
In this geometry the electron is taken to be initially located, let us 
say, on site I . When a simultaneous coincidence in the electronic 
energy of the three sites /f ^  ^  j occurs.
/
/
\ \
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f f/nü-l sif<. ) 3 __ _ _ _ — - —  o 2. ^ h-} Itr-/y-}e.chaf^ S / A .  \
\ \ \ /
\ /
\ /\ /
\ /
/*0
J (  i n i h c t /  i'//e )
Figure (3.1): Triangular site geometry and the Interference
Mechanism
the total transition amplitude, for example, at site 3 is the 
sum of the first order amplitude corresponding to a direct jump 
from / to ^ , and the second order amplitude involving inter-
mediate occupancy of site 2. and the interference terms. This 
leads to a net contribution (at site 3  ) proportional in sign and
magnitude to the enclosed magnetic flux, " 1^3 Zi , hence to the
applied magnetic field ^  , The magnetic field induced components
of the jump rates corresponding to the above processes are calculated 
in reference (19). It was first calculated by a classical occurrence 
probability approach which treats the lattice vibrational coordinates 
classically. Then by a full quantum mechanical approach. Both 
results agree with each other in the classical limit ( %  
and take'- the form
where
3
f f*' ( &jj-Bîi>\ - 1  Vi ^
ji- 3fs-'lc7£^
= i f  -
(3.19)
' ’* -  , .. _ .. , .
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and is the activation energy corresponding to an energetical
coincidence of three sites which is found to be 4/3 times the acti­
vation energy corresponding to an energetical coincidence of two 
sites :
(3.20)
i
Finally it is noted that the total transition amplitude at site 
2  is the sum of first order amplitude { and the second y
order amplitude / —> 3 —v Z and the interference terms. This 
leads to a net contribution at site 2 . proportional in sign and 
magnitude to the enclosed magnetic flux,  ^/ which is
opposite to that of at site 3  • As a result there will be a
net transverse Hall current in the direction Z  ^ . This
property leads to a non-vanishing Hall mobility of the small polaron.
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THE HALL MOBILITY OF THE SMALL POLARON OF 
A POLARIZABLE DIELECTRIC IN THE SITE JUMP REGIME
3,2a Derivation of fundamental equation for Hall effect:
In this section we first derive the basic equation for the. study 
of the Hall effect of the small polaron dh a polarizable dielectric , 
then calculate the field modified jump rates.
In section (2,3a) we derived the basic equation of motion for 
the case of a polarizable dielectric in the presence of an applied 
field, H o  • The equations for the coefficients were found to 
take the form
Z)P •' h  (3.2-1)
hy/^fjv I <!>cr-5.
To study the Hall effect, equation (3.2-1) must be generalized 
to take into account of the effect of an applied magnetic field, 
which is assumed to be perpendicular to the electric field, H o  
As was discussed in the introduction, the effect of the applied
magnetic field in first order is just to replace the transfer integral
* r  - 1-  ^  ( K g , qx-t-t—  i by the magnetic field dependent one, namely —  J d   ^ where
is given by (B.dG);'- Ther&fofe in the presence of the applied
Magnetic field equation (3.2-1) reads
r p 1 -rTj, 7) gy _ r )i« -/■ e £<,• 3 -/• K4 J —-1Z_  ^jf/î ^
H-l '' ~  J ^  -J (3.2-2)
The assumptions discussed in the previous sections are explicitly 
employed here as well.
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Equation (3.2-2) will form the basis for the study of the 
Hall effect for a polarizable dielectric.
It may here be remarked that,again, the only difference between 
(3.2-2) and (3.14) is the extra term in the square bracket.
The appearance of this terra gives rise to possibility of local field
type correction in the Hall effect of the small polaron.
As was discussed in the introduction, although the lowest order 
jump-rate is adequate in considering the polaron drift mobility, 
higher order processes, involving the occupation of (at least) three 
sites, must be taken into account in treating the Hall effect. We 
shall consider the simplest case which is a two-dimensional triangular
geometry. As far as local field type correction is concerned this
simple geometry will be adequate to study the Hall effect of the 
small polaron for a polarizable dielectric.
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MAGNETIC AND ELECTRIC FIELD MODIFIED JUMP RATE 
FOR A POLARIZABLE DIELECTRIC
3.2b Classical occurrence-probability approach:
III this section we calculate the field (both magnetic and 
electric) induced components of the jump rate for a polarizable 
dielectric at high temperatures ( F . The ele­
mentary transition probabilities will be calculated for the three 
mutually near neighbour site arrangement shown in figure (3.2),
-";0 i n{-Qrrr) r/
Figure 3.2: Elementary three-site configuration
We start with the set of equations:
af ;& (3.2-3)
'v/hich are,, sb-tained from (3.2-2) by omitting the vibrational Hamil­
tonian H e . »  As was mentioned earlier in the classical 
occurrence-probability approach the lattice motion is treated 
classically; that is, each interatomic separation is assumed
to be a function of time, ("6 j . In the classical
occurrence probability approach the are determined by
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the Hamiltonian
^  ^  ^ iUrhWi\ A
 ^ (3.2-4)
Following the argument of reference (19), it will be convenient 
to drop the electric field terms from (3.2-3) it can be reinserted 
any time by adding it to the electronic energy as follows:
<4  » -/4 -Y; +  (3.2-5)
or  ^ X« _
A (3.2-6)
At this point we shall begin to study the perturbation solution 
of the coupled set of equations (3.2-3) by noting that in the absence 
of the electronic transfer integral X  » the solution for the 
electron localized on site Çjf is
where
• (3.2-8)
n o-
In the presence of non-vanishing (but small) X  , one obtains 
the standard perturbation development for the occupation amplitudes 
of the other sites; in particular, for the three-site configuration 
of figure (3.2) one has
i
m  i <x'ï, > A w f  ? £  ^')]e / <s Jé' J (3.2-9)
z
■■■: ;V-.
(4 / o)e  e  y ^ z  U'} e Ji'
;<£«)/ d i M - i i i ' i V  i[i/>,ai-<p,(t)J  ^ e e cli'e W r e
i Zr
(3.2-10)
where the superscripts ( 0  and on (7 3 and
(2) , . <^0 .7^ (J respectively refer to the fact that O 3 is the
Ttransition amplitude first order in J and is the
transition amplitude second order in J .
The occupation probability H )  of site Sj at time ^
is obtained by taking the absolute square of f  ^'f' ^  j •
k ,  r o w  4 "  I L I '  f  I .rl '  f  f  4 "  4 "  •
(3.2-11)
. I 1 I (z) I ^
It is noted that / / and 1 ^ 3  j do not have any
H  "-dependence. Therefore as far as the Hall effect is concerned, 
it is the interference terms alone that one is interested in. To 
the first order, we take the terms which are proportional to the 
magnetic field ^  : One then expands the ' S ^  ^ 3 ^ )  as
power series in the C and discards all terms except those
linear in the • So one finds* the magnetic field —
dependent contribution to the probability of occupation of site
(W) al]jf I '
If, / x ]  Jl'a / c/é^e/ J ^  f a y
\,j, C.C. I } (3.2-12)Ji"e
*We set / = -2? so that the total time interval becomes X* . d
  _ ’■’li  ^.LÎL!-3" , ' • Î - -ii -,   . ; >j . Ï . .
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where 0< =  <^21 +  °<3X + j£c (3.2-13)
The evaluation of (3.2-12) is carried out in Appendix (3.A). 
The result is
(■If) 3 /
==. ^ L^tz.
+ i X T
A
f)
e
ifl I Ozfl
f- C%C-^  j
(3.2-14)
where is the relative velocity between sites 4 and J i.e.,
~ and ^ / 2 is the time within the interval — ^  to
^2? at which a coincidence of sites ! and 2. takes place.
i
In order to obtain the jump rate, equation (3.2-14) must be 
multiplied by the mean probability for a coincidence of and X:^
at time ( — cj) with relative velocity between and i
and a coincidence of X{ and ,Xt occurring between times and
éti d z with relative velocity between and (J^/t f •
This occurrence probability is denoted by Pj C *
Subsequently integrations over , (J-{^  and gives the jump
rate:
111 (//) e \O j j ~ j j I aû-ij P y f *f3.J J
(3.2-15)
where
(
X s [ -^3 (*>) - I I cl J I [ aj(«) -D*Ca) Ü-5 *3 3^ f
(3.2-16)
with Z  being the vibrational partition function.
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As was discussed in section (2.3-6)^to include the effect of 
electric field and its induced effect in the transition rate, we 
assume that the electric field and its induced effects enter into 
the occurrence probability in that one looks for coincidence of the 
electronic plus electric field energies of neighbouring sites. 
Therefore in (3.2-16) we replace
^  (3.2-17)
In Appendix 3B we calculate the modification of the occurrence 
probability for this three-site coincidence event in the presence of 
the applied electric field and its induced effect. The corres­
ponding occurrence probability is given by (3B.14) and is quoted here 
for convenience:
[&£.■( %-‘Ss)+(
_c . 1 îIt '-
fy ( ^  j z I / =: ^  ^
(3B.14)
Then from (3.2-15) and (3B.14) the field modified jump-rate for 
a polarizable dielectric takes the form
(3.2-18)
If we compare (3.2-18) with (3,18) we see that investigation of 
the local field correction to Hall mobility of the small polaron 
reduces to evaluation of the terms ( ) and
for three mutually near neighbouring sites. Applying the results of
section (2.4) we can write that
'■X-
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(i/y^ - IVcj —  G £ J ‘ )
^ (3.2-19)
(Vgf -  ^ 9 %  C g,< ( ?,- 9%) .
(3.2-20)
Substitution of (3.2-19) and (3.2-20) into (3.2-18) gives
(H,e) ^ % , - % ) }
3 =  e (3.2-21)
From (3.2-21) it is noted that the net electric field appearing 
in the jump rate and hence in the Hall mobility is simply equal to the 
macroscopic field, S m  a.c.
As was pointed out in section (2.4) the above result, namely the 
absence of local field correction to the Hall mobility is obtained on 
the basis of the assumption that all sites are crystallographically 
equivalent. However it does not apply to those cases of inequivalent 
sites. In this case (3.2-19) and (3.2-20), in accordance with 
(2.4-45), become
yyf - M/I =  e £■/ ■ f î r i , )  ^a i Si )•
' * (3.2-22)
and
=• ^ &  - (g,-Iij
(3.2-23)
which result in local field type corrections to the Hall mobility.
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3?3 Application of the present theory to the glasses:
In section (2.6) we argued that to apply the present theory to 
the studied glasses^we introduce the following generalizations:
A) In the absence of the magnetic field the non-degenerate local 
wave functions are taken to be 3d~states.
B) The summation over periodic lattices are replaced by summations 
over the random lattices.
In this section we investigate the possible effect of the |ênerali“
zation (A) to the Hall mobility of the small polaron. First recall the equ­
ation (3.1);
{- J I À  f, a  (r-q}] cj> i r ]  cc) ,L zrn \  t CL J  ^ (3.3-1)
and by introduction of the gauge transformation
_  /e
. - X y ( r )  J   ^ (3.3-2)
etj‘<(C-i)f X  ( f  Çr +  \ 4- U (r-,) X ,  W  =  e x ,  cc)t a m  \  ^ 2 C  J ^ J  ;) (3. 3-3)
with the solution of the form
(  r  ) ^  C  c
(3.3-4)
To first.order in the magnetic field, (3.S-3) can be written in the 
following form i
5 J 1 4  a ( c - s )2 m  2 c X^Cc) - fc X q C d  , (3.3-5)
where is the 2 component of the angular momentum operator.
*Here the magnetic field is assumed to be in the '% direction,
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As a result of the generalization (A), the zero-field wave 
functions are assumed to be one of the following real 3d wave 
functions, namely
^1 =  ~  4  ^ -2)
0 2  =  ^  _ fCr) _J_ i h.i  + i'j.-O
/ J t=  Z Y  Ç c r )  _  ^  ( y , ,  _
XZ-H=. ( x") f(.0 =
0 g  a  f (r) := f   ^h,2 <■ /j.-t) .
Z - -  è
4T
Assume that r= f (f") corresponds to the ground state
of an octahedral site and ^  corresponds to the
ground state of a tetrahedral site (c.f. figure (2.13)). If ^ is 
an octahedral site,in the absence of the magnetic field^(3.3~5) 
becomes
(3.3-6)
I.e. (4
To first order in H ‘ the perturbative solution of is
=. 0, %
(3.3-7)
where 6 is a real constant. Substitution of (33-7) into (3.3 -5) 
gives
t!
(3.3-8)
1
i
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"'0
similarly if ^ is a tetrahedral site^the solution of (3.3-5) 
to the first order in jj reads
(rj =1 [  4^  - ; %  h e
9 (3.3-9)
The next thing is to consider the modification of J ^ , qrl\ t
a) Assume that and (j'- are two nearest octahedral sites
_  ie[H^hi'CT ? Ac
(3.3-10)
substituting the value of from (3.3-8) we can write
I
~ ' i a  L l i
^ U(r-3) ê» j\/ (3.3-11)
Transforming the integration variable to f  ^  and
expanding the exponent about o to terms linear in fj , one
has
-/eK"
/< e  2%c - u
_:e
=  e
ie U- ]
2 Ü C d'f
X  UCf-t-A) ; _
Zii c (3.3-12)
^Similar arguments can be made for tetrahedral sites as well
.Æij'-S-.j.,.j,
Ill
or dUa
. e
< <2. /4 ' L b x'_§' J
jô 3 kc4- e ' I) 0 (f-1) -1K+ i  (Ê- Ij] U (!4j4
(3j-13)
It is noted that since 3d-waves have even parity the product wave 
function (f ^ ^  ( f ^  ] is an even function while the term
[ 'A (f^%j -ij- P c f - i )1 °"G-
And assuming (J (r^ has at least cylindrical symmetry one can 
show that (3.3-13) reduces to
(€
and defining
14)
J  4i Ccj u  Ccj 4, 4:) c/ ^ (3.3-15)
we can write (3.3-14) as follows:
(3.3-16)
If we compare (3.3-16) with (3.8) we see that for 3d-waves the 
transfer integral between the wave functions of identical sites has 
got the same form as the X. - states.
b) Assume that ^ and ~ f] + ii are octahedral and tetrahedral 
sites respectively.
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Substitution of (3.3-8) and (3.3-9) into (3.3-10) gives
/ -,
L^  lr-%) ti i n L
... [H xhl-r
"2 K c JV (3.3-17)
Transforming the integration variable to ^ r  - ^  and
expanding the exponent about / - c  to terms linear in , one
has
Z i ;  C
X cf?
' « ,y€ /eA-z Ac.
X i e i-i ■z A c
]
(3.3-18)
or
J )
-îl
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1 e H
3cj e >-iz-
/ e /-/
2
;ew-(k,^jr
Z  h a //
/e /'/ ■'( fi’<i )
::r 6
Z h a
Ai) H I I  ( f )  Cf -  A ) +  (? )  j  j
I cXc^ /lf
T ^ I 4- 4  ( f  ) 4 - 4 4 )  ^ 4
4 'i io H
T
(3.3-19)
Then,
(3.3-20)
where
,« M 0 4  ( f r  y=  +  J
+ 44 ([ 44) i 4-i.>) + i tf] 4(£-!4]üii) .Üf
(3.3-21)
From (3.3-20) we can say that for 3d-waves the transfer integral 
between the wave functions of non-identical sites is slightly different
sJ■ iA"::
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from the corresponding transfer integral for XI' states. In this 
case we can define the flux relationship as
-I ' w.3-22)
It may be remarked that, as in reference 19, it is not essential
that the quantity f^^zi be equal precisely to the area of the
triangle defined by the sites Cf , c; , and 5'? •
4  I z  i .
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APPENDIX 3A
Evaluation of the magnetic field-dependent contribution to the
probability of occupation of site :
As was discussed in reference (19), since we shall ultimately 
take the thermal average of (3.2-11) over all vibrational trajectories, 
we take advantage of the fact that for every vibrational trajectory
Jo i h'] ) 'Tt ^  ^ 5 C'i-J , there are also corres­
ponding time reversed ttraject.ories XÎ (~i) f 6j ; - - *i''irj ( - j
and therefore symmetrize the expression (3.2-12) with respect to time 
reversal and write
(3A.1)
( W) . (H) .
Substituting (?) and K/j f^yèrseÀ j from
(3.2-12) into (3A.1) and noting that
i 1
- 4  j (-i) ^
one finds
(H)
?
(3A.1)
Vj ( î ) = î ü .  rite 
2.
d t e
t  -‘t%
H '  e /Jr-e
I  /  -To proceed further, we change the variables of integrations in 
the time-reversed term to their negatives, i.e.,  ^ ^ ,
^ — ? —  4.'''' J we then obtain
“I*
(3A.3)
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?  e
, 4 4 4 4 4 , ( 4 ] ]
'Jte ■fCO
(3A.4)
{«)
Since both terms in equation (3A.4) are real (because Vl/^ is 
real) we can easily replace the second term with its complex conjugate;
then equation (3A.4) becomes 
$
,vT
K  4 4
/ /
Jt'e
,1
dt'e
'1 (3A.5) J
As discussed in reference (17), the present classical treatment is 
based on the fact that over the region of interest the following 
inequalities;
(3A.6)
obtain, and the oscillations in the exponential integrands interfere 
destructively except at points of coincidence of the electronic 
energies (at which X, “ and “ "^ 4 ). At such
points, the phases of the above exponentials are momentarily stationary. 
Further, as discussed in reference (19), we assume that ot
within the interval — r t o  J ~  , one such point of stationary phase
occurs between site and • . In addition, a coincidence of
i l  . . . . ‘T‘site and takes place at z:~ i n  within the interval - ^
to ^  . We also assume that in the neighbourhood of i and
the time variations of and X(~ may be taken to be
linear. Denoting the relative velocity between sites 2 and J by
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(3A.7)
one may write
•Yi "" ~ C ^  /a, ^
Xf -= é
(3A.8)
(3A.9)
Substituting (3A.8) and (3A.9) into (3A.5), one obtains
/
rP
iH)
z P
<C
-/I 
%  "
<:C' (3A.10)
- Ï
Now it is noticed that the important contributions to the 
individual integrals come from intervals
 ^//^  r -1^  r '/z
A l C O l>i
"
ft 1 f  A ^ 0 €  T  •
since we assume that and !X* ^  the
individual limits of integration can be extended from - to <=«& ,
and hènce (-3A«10) becomes,
('<) . T *  f j f i  i/,/ . /  ^ \ [  f \ T  ]J „  -LSL 0n ,- i-  <->■IV .
X /9 I j €
n
/  I
I I / i
(Z ' 3
(3A.11)
where in each bracket is taken according to whether * 'j
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The result (3A.11) represents the transition probability for the 
previously described triple coincidence event.
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APPENDIX 3B
Electric field modified occurrence-probability for the three-site 
coincidence event in the presence of induced electric dipoles:
To demonstrate the electric field modification of the occurrence 
probability, we first partly evaluate it in the absence of the 
external electric field. To do so we ignore the vibrational 
dispersion in the probability expression. According to the definition 
(3.2-16) this quantity is given by
Y -Jfjo)] cf y, (») -  4/Xo) -  Jl>:
X i['ti(i/i)- I î[i^if W - % ] '
where
U T  j (3B.2)
is the vibrational partition function and
U,ui i (3B.3) 3
Since we ignore the effect of the vibrational dispersion on the 
probability expression, the only pertinent integrations are those 
over the variables
considering only the relevant portion of H y
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(3B.1) can be written in the following form:
Pt C iit) déi, déiL doii =
J  Y [((JxiJiuJxa + <7 j  -  /I:)] A 'T  ^iXrKi)
iKi dXi Jxj i tiW  J-
(3B.5)
where
Y 0»rr I j j 4^  f ^ k  ^ J-L *— ' ' " - --.*■.---  '---   *'3
JiJi <li>z cl(J^  p  P  ) / / c ’r j  j
(3B.6)
Carrying out the integrations over the ^—functions5(3B.5) becomes
f - p  (  1,1. ) di^i din d ^
OSl ' .i^MWo(ÿ)*-f -I pHMi ( X^ ~X^ /î) 
T ^ ^ G
J X  r --r-r=-----------I  H<^1 Xf r  |3.'l ( k.^X..) n  _ & H  U
e  14xi e ^ Uxj e
—tw (3B.7)
where ^  ~ and /K» AH
Introducing J- -ü-*. (3B.7) becomes
-  P ^Pt (*^3. ,''V.0= I f  ^ - . (3B-G)
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To calculate the field modification of Pf in (3B.5)»we
replace ] by ^ f ^  ) with
A j i  = e E ^ - h f C  4 ) (3B.9)
"here A j  i = . (3B.10)
So the modified jump probability takes the form 
P 'X  (• k  i  t / i i i P ^  A  L I ^ ^ / 3 i  =
T S k - ' r  *-^*1  S<‘ ' '■ ■ ■ ¥ )
fljx, A .  A ,  e V  V ?  t )  - « ] / ' ■ ’■
/ (3B.11)
Carrying out the integrations over the fP-»-functions (3B.11) becomes
( A?( ^ _ p ^
(^ g, l/jp J^t4. -  C   ^A  P MWo e
(3B.12)
Comparing (3B.12) with (3B.8) we see that
(4a ^
Pr ( êf  ^^ 7i fin) ~  ^  y . (3B.13)
Substitution of f and A  from (3B.9) and (3B,10) gives
the electric field modified jump rate for a polarizable dielectric:
P . f \ _ r \ f , /•- [ eS* Cîr î^) gz'^ l(Wg.
P-p ( ’^■1'^'-'^ C  pj C ^ 311 « in)
i
c
(3B.14)
CHAPTER IV 
A.C. IMPURITY HOPPING CONDUCTION
4.1 Introduction . and',, review of experiments on ac impurity 
hopping conduction:
Having considered the local field corrections to small polaron 
dc hopping conductivity, we proceed with the ac impurity hopping 
conductivity.
The first observation of a frequency dependent conductivity.
Çf for a compensated n-type silicon in the impurity hopping
(33)conduction range were reported by Poliak and Geballe . The frequency
dependence could be expressed by the empirical relation\
(4.1)
Herej CO is the radian frequency and takes values between 10^
and 10* cps. The exponent S was found to have a value close
to 0.8,jand A is complex. The measurements were carried out at 
temperatures between 1 and 20°K. At low temperatures^the conduct­
ivity is roughly proportional to minority impurity concentration and 
is almost independent of the majority impurity concentration, while 
at higher temperatures the conductivity becomes approximately 
proportional to the product of both concentrations. The theory of
this phenomenon ’is' dominated'by the pair approximation which was
(33)first introduced by Poliak and Geballe and later extended by 
Poliak in several papers The model which they considered
for ac conductivity is based on the Mott-Conwell model^^^?^^^ for 
the dc impurity conduction. According to that model^in a semi­
conductor containing M d  donor and A/<x acceptor states with 
energies £ d  and è such that è y  £  t a  K" £cl ^  ^ ^  V
and c  c being the upper valence and the lower conduction band 
edges respectively) a fraction = W A / Aj g { of the donor
i %123 2
states will be compensated allowing for finite transition probabilities 
of the carriers between occupied and vacant impurity sites. One 
then expects impurity conduction at low temperatures; k T  
Due to compensation^ acceptor states become ionized and thus 
produce local varying Coulomb fields which remove the degeneracy of 
the donor states and leads to a statistical distribution of the donor
energies with a mean energy difference A  between neighbouring sites. _
According to the Anderson localization p r i n c i p l e i m p u r i t y  
hopping conduction occurs when the ratio A  A  J ( J, being the mean 
overlap) is larger than a critical value. Since J is exponentially 
decreasing with the mean distance between the donor states, one expects 
impurity hopping conduction for low concentration. The donor 
concentrations below which this model is appropriate is about 2 x 10*? 
in n-type silicon.
With such a model, an applied ac field causes Debye type dielectric 
losses, because of the presence of the polarization current which is 
due to unequivalency of the impurity sites
The particular theory of the ac impurity conduction which we
(33)concentrate on is the pair approximation of Poliak and Geballe 
As far as the local field problem is concerned^the pair approximation 
will be adequate for investigation of the local field concentration to 
ac hopping conductivity.
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4.2 AC hopping conduction in the pair approximation:
For weak compensation, one may divide the volume of the crystal 
into cells, each centred around a charged minority impurity. Each 
cell contains a carrier which hops among the majority centres, with 
the centre closest to the minority centre having the highest proba­
bility of carrier occupation. Further,one may assume that the 
carrier motion in each cell is unaffected by the motion of the carriers 
in other cells. The. latter assumption enables us to consider the 
current as an additive function of the contribution from all cells*.
In the pair approximation, one assumes that hopping in each cell occurs 
predominantly between pairs of majority impurities.
Now consider the conductivity of a cube of 1 cm^  with 0 identical 
jumping centres. Assume that each centre consists of a pair of 
majority impurity atoms separated by an energy A  £ , distance T ,
and having all the same orientation O' with respect to the applied
field £ o . Letting the indices |, 2, represent two atoms of
the n  pairs, we can write the conductivity as
J  ^  P > (4-2)
where
p » ~ n ^ C ^ ) (4.3)
here is the electronic charge, and are the
projections along the field direction of the separation of the two 
atoms of each of the pairs; and -p% are the occupation
probabilities of site \ and Z. in each pair respectively, and 
related to each other by the normalization condition
f I + It. = I • (4.4)
*This assumption is experimentally justified by the almost linear 
dependence of (f on minority impurity concentration. .
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Then [ \ (or ) is determined by the rate equation ;
È  ^  fj. -  Wi, ft =  ~-(w^. + w,i)L -+ Wij. ) (4.5)
where j is the transition rate^^^^ from site J to  ^ and
is given by
VVji » < - A E A l L _ . . - e x p ( - 2 < x K . - A E  A / c t )  
S\r\U
for E f <c G  ^  , and
U f  ! o< +Sin A f A  £ /xk.f~r^
(4.6)
(4.7)
E ^ y  6 /  •
Here E — 1 E; ~ f where ^  i and 6 j are t;he
energies of the electron at site & and J" respectively, R, is 
the distance between two sites^and G X p  (~2.û<^^ is the overlap 
term resulting from the spherical symmetrical wave function of the 
centres vftii.ch fall of as €)fpC'*' . Then the current becomes
J =  p  =  - 0  e. ( X , - x - , / )  f , « - n «  r  C a s e - f ,
(4.8)
In the absence of the applied field , Çt vanishes and no current 
flows, as expected. Then the system will be in thermal equilibrium 
and we have the condition of detailed balancing:
e x  p  I  (  / f : : T  j  = =  A E  / k l " )  , ( 4 , 9 )
Wt(
• .3  » .  ï j ‘ - ' i ' ! . . - - - ! ; . . . v - . .  ...........................i - , ...ïisÆ iX S sB i
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where A E  = \ G  St. \ and we assume that £  » ^ B-r.
Then equation (4.5) has the uniform thermal equilibrium solution
p ( -  a e  / k r )
(4.10)
( + Æ  X p (- A  E / k T  )
To find the current^one must solve the differential equation 
(4.5) in the presence of the applied field, El . We assume that 
the electric field is a step function of time i
for L ^
£==.Eo for
In the presence of the field the transition rates are altered, 
favouring sites of low field energy and a current will flow. The 
transition rates and i'Vri  ^in the presence of the field^also
satisfy the detailed balancing condition with
A E  = 3- W k  + e-Êa r<a«0
( and Si. being the vectors going to atoms t and '2- respect­
ively) a
W n  « -exp / (f,- Ei') + e£a r Cba&l
k T
(4.11)
Then the solution of (4.5) has the following form;
t w T-t (4.12)
where !<!=:% =  W  -f . The coefficient Cl is
determined from the boundary condition
C  -  -CiCo) -  f ,  L ° a ) (4.13)
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with o
It
H \Z
W  -i- W%i
(4.14)
(4.15)
8y virtue of (4.13), (4.14) and (4.15) the solution (4.12) can be 
written as
(4.16)
or
f i b  = - M i -f- Will \ %
i Wii Wit i Wri
0 A jp K- ■«
(4.17)
To calculate the current we make use of the symmetry properties 
of the problem and rewrite (4.8) in the following form:
4 r \- JL ne r CosO-. ( f ^ - V-u J■L (4.18)
From (4.16) i"f) can be calculated ?
f i ( i )  =  -  K  I f b ”) -  f,( a x p  K  t )
K h/,: w >■3-
W|f'VV'/ti Wit'VW'2.i„
With a similar argument we can write
L  a )  =  -  1C [ -  L  c<^\] e x  V ( -  k t )
I- K-t) (4.19)
-|< w ... \Ÿ}±-^ \ j J (4.20)
Wu  'i W%( hjiz i K/i( i
i
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't
whe re
4 1®)
(3
X \
and («■) - w u
W u  f*
(4.21)
Substituting (4.20) and (4.19) into (4.18) we get
T  -  -L n e r  K  J i t  +  I ôvp l-Kt)
I. Wu-iWy Wn i Wu Wij,i Wjc+VVu
(4.22)
In the pair approximation the field is assumed to be small*hence
(4,11) is approximated by :
WiV _
W
W,f ( I ^  0), (_ Û E  \ (t t S â s f f - A t
W x  ^ kT / ( k T
(4.23)
Substituting (4,23) into (4.22) we get;
fJ ^  JL fi e r Ccsa- *Z
k CoS Ae /ficT ^
e Eg r ■ex
(4.24)
Transforming (4.24) into the frequency-dependent form:
-I% * w %
(4.25)
To consider the contribution from all the pairs in each cell, 
equation (4.25) must be integrated over A S  , r and O' « :
I
X  %
L -r Ç.O.JC ( A & /zLj]
(4.26)1 ’
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(4.30)
which is in good agreement with the experimental results.
where P ( r, 6 , is the number of pairs of spacing
orientation Q' ^ and energy separation A B  ; is the total ?
density of pairs and is equal to the number of acceptors.
When A  E  is not much larger than îc T  , ( A E  / th .T  ^  ;
is close to unity, and hence at high enough temperature we can 
probably neglect the A B  dependence. And assuming that the 
impurities are randomly distributed/we can write ■
J p (f, A E  \ N o  sTnO j r
' (4.27)
‘Substituting (4.27) into (4.26) and integrating over 0" , 4
becomes
oO
Nm N« r'-dr .
k T  j  I  j .
o (4.28)
The integral (4.28) is calculated by Poliak and Geballe 
The result la
R e [ < T  # 0  «A ^
A 1  _  a rc l< ^n  [ 5 T  >= "‘J  °
 ^ ^ (4.29)
It is noticed that for frequencies below 10^  j can be
expressed as '
-T'L I . V .e-' . '
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4.3 Investigation of the local field correction to ac impurity 
hopping conduction:
In the presence of the applied field, as a result of the 
formation of induced dipoles the energy difference, A  £ , and
hence transition rates and occupation probabilities are modified.
The energy difference is augmented to include the interaction of the 
electron with the induced dipoles
^ f ^ L l '
f Ÿ
where are the dipolar energies at sites i and 2
respectively. So from (4.31), it is seen that the possibility for
local field correction arises due to the presence of the extra term
( . As was seen in chapter II, the investigation of
the local field correction problem reduces to an evaluation of 
/ P P \( k/g, - ) for neighbouring donor sites. In the presence of the
applied field two mechanisms contribute to the total polarization. 
Namely, electronic contribution from the polarizable atoms and 
polarization due to charged donor-acceptor pairs. However for small 
compensation the concentration of such pairs is small and the latter 
contribution can be neglected. For arbitrary compensation this is 
not so and this case* will be considered at some future time.
Then, can be written as
k / .  -  .  L T i - i i a 2  ,
/ (4.32)
where Ps is the induced dipole at site â . Normally can
take the values Pq , Pyj. and Pc , the dipole moment of a donor, 
an acceptor and the host ion respectively. Now assuming that
Po Pa ^  fic
we
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- ,
can set - P in (4.32). Then and become |
I /  Y e -  <■%-■%)k f  •■= -  a --------------  1
t'H, j % - r  (4.33)
I. P* ( j (4.34)
From (4.35) and (4.36) ( lA/y " j becomes
- M/j = e £, • ( 3, - Jj, ) .
(4.37)
Substitution of (4.37) into (4.31) gives
A £ - - ^  I ( £,- é\) f e £^.^- ( g. - ) I
il
To evaluate ( ly'J ) we calculate Wq and3» 4Î, / '* *
independently. The reason for this is that in this case S, and Î
are not necessarily neighbouring sites, therefore the argument made
in section (2.4) does not seem to be straighforward. However
P Pfollowing Appendix 2G, and can be written as
h/Y, ^  ^ k r  { % - % . )  > (4.35)
= e  £ r  ( t ‘ (4.36)
where is the vector going to the centre of mass,
r
From equation (4.38) we conclude that the net electric field 
appearing in the transition rates and occupation probabilities is 
just the macroscopic electric field, • Therefore we do not
expect local field type corrections to ac impurity hopping conductivity. |
I
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CHAPTER V
QUANTUM THEORY OF ELECTRIC TRANSPORT IN THE 
PRESENCE OF INDUCED DIPOLES
5.1 Introduction:
Having investigated local field type corrections to small 
polaron hopping and impurity hopping conduction, it is now our task 
to extend these results to the band motion of electrons and to find 
a more general result for the electrical conductivity. The problem 
of electrical conductivity is usually treated on the basis of a 
transport equation^^^^. This is an equation for the distribution 
function "f - -T which describes how electrons are
distributed in ( space at any time, k . The transport
equation says that in the steady state the time rate of change of 
the distribution function must vanish, that is ;
o  .
(5.1)
In the absence of temperature gradients and magnetic fields^ two 
essentially distinct factors contribute to change of the distribution 
function with time; namely, acceleration of electronyby an external 
electric field and collision of electrons with imperfections in the 
crystal lattice. Therefore (5.1) is written as the sum of two 
contributions :
D F \  ( 1)£\ A
llioi'Si'i (5.2)
Jones and Zener^^^^ examined the action of uniform electric field 
on the motion of an electron in a crystal lattice using quantum 
mechanics and concluded that the field term in equation (5.2) could
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be written as
( 1 £ \  e E.-Vk f C W  ,
V,e,Jl
where C  is the magnitude of the charge of the electron, G o  is 
the applied electric field (units are chosen such that ^ ~ i ) .
The collision term in (5.2) may be described in general by 
scattering processes which take an electron from an initial state £  
to a final state A  . If denotes the probability
per unit time that an electron in the state makes a transition
to state Jc due to collisions, the change in the distribution 
function from these processes is
P  . , A ,'„\r ,
(5.4)
t j t i
The scatterings by static imperfections are usually assumed to 
be elastic, i.e.,
(5.5)
In this case the detailed balancing condition ^
/
f, [ £ c y - € U c ) j /
I k '  k-) ^  J
W  fk'' k )
results in
W  ( k , U ' )  =  k  C U T k )
(5.6).
So, for elastic scatterings (5.4) reduces to
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y (5.7)
Inserting (5.3) and (5.7) into (5.2), we obtain . the Boltzmann 
transport equation , if only elastic collisions are considered:
(5.8)
Once equation (5.8) has been solved for fCjSrJC.) \ all of the 
various transport properties of a conductor can be calculated.
Equation (5.2) itself is incomplete in several respects.
First it is well known that a quantum mechanical calculation of the
average of a physical quantity requires in general not only the
probabilities of the different state being occupied, but the entire
density matrix. Now the occupation probabilities of some complete
set of states are just the diagonal elements of the density matrix
in this representation. Therefore a theory of transport based on
(12)quantum mechanical principles is required. Kohn and Luttinger 
provided such a theory on the basis of a simple model which gives 
the entire density matrix of a system of charge carriers in the 
steady state. Their model consisted of non-interacting free (or 
Bloch) electrons being scattered by randomly located rigid impurity 
centres. The density matrix was developed in ascending powers of 
the strength of the scattering potential. They showed that the 
familiar Boltzmann transport equation represents an approximation 
valid in the limiting cases of very weak scattering.
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5.2 Mathematical Formalism:
In the present work, we develop a quantum theory of electrical
transport in the presence of induced dipoles in the system, within
(12)the framework already set up by Kohn and Luttinger . For the
sake of simplicity*we do not include the effects of a magnetic
field. (The magnetic field effects in the absence of induced
(32)dipoles have been considered in detail by Thomas ). We consider 
a collection of electrons so dilute that their interaction with each 
other and the effect of Fermi-Dirac statistics on their behaviour 
can be neglected. Then every electron may be treated as completely 
independent 'of.'--ail the, .others and' ..one has essentially a 
single electron problem. The electrons are treated as free (or 
being- in a periodic potential) except for their interaction with a 
scattering potential, the externally applied electric field^and 
the potential due to induced dipoles in the crystal.
The total Hamiltonian, y.) for each electron moving in such 
a system may be written as
H  T =  H/r-f 3 g)
where the first three terms have already been defined by Kohn and
Luttinger, Namely, is. the Hamiltonian of the free (or Bloch)
electrons, |-| is the interaction with the impurity centres, and H
is the. interaction with the external electric field. The last term,"
hfpi is:the interaction with the induced'dipoles and is the
additional contribution of the present work. The various terms of
(5.9) are given by
,  ^  f o r  f r e a  ;
f/. = ' (5.10)
F
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, (5.12)
H r  -  ^  ^  j (5.13) I
and
/Vo =  - e A -  ..^Ll.(ViJ.l
a u - â f (5.14)
where  ^ '^Xo< khe free particle momentum operator.
Here it is understood that OC is to be summed from one to three.
In (5.12), \ is some dimensionless measure of the strength of the
interaction of the impurity with the electron, (j) (r) is the 
interaction with a single impurity centre and ate the locations
of the Ai impurity centres. In (5.13) and (5.14), ^ is the
magnitude of the charge of the electron, is the externally
applied electric field, and ^  is the induced dipole moment at each 
lattice site B- and is assumed to be proportional to and parallel 
to the applied field and identical for all sites f}
We may write
/Y = W O "A /-/ ^ g (5.15)
the total Hamiltonian in the absence of the external field.
Consider a collection of V  electrons moving under the action 
of the total Hamiltonian^ H t  introduce the exact density
matrix j ^  for this collection. Denote the time-dependent wave
functions of the electrons by Atf" CjCi A ^ and expand them in a 
complete set of time— independent functions ( JT^ *
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"Y(r, = 2 1  ' (5.16)
The Hermitian matrix CX^^' ^ ) with the elementsT
N C
(5.17)
in the representation, is the exact density matrix^^^^. The
expectation value of any observable quantity represented by the 
operator Ai (A) is then given by .
m i )  - T . l f ,  111 M l ' ) ]  . (5.18)
where Tr means the trace or diagonal sum of the corresponding 
matrix. The time variation of CA) is given by
I ) (5.19)îà t
(again the units are chosen such that ii =  I .)
The diagonal elements [ J^T^n^n't give the probability of
finding an electron in the state (c) . The sum of all
these probabilities is of course unity for a wave function normalized 
to unity. If can be found from (5.19), the observed value of
any operator quantity (for example the conductivity) can be found by 
means of equation (5,18).
In the absence of an electric field^the system will exist in a 
state of equilibrium. The exact equilibrium density matrix- X  
must then satisfy the equation
<■' -i-'f -  I 1-^/ f ]  =  f W o  +  W  J f  ] „ (5.20)
36
.,l.v
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It is known from the theory of statistical mechanics that the 
exact form of the function must be a canonical distribution at 
temperature "T :
_ p H -  p [  Ho +  H'J
Z' =  K  ^  -  K  6 . . (5.21)
Here ^ lïXf * where (<, is the Boltzmann constant and T" 
is the absolute temperature. 4 H  must be used in (5.21)
(instead of simply « ), since at equilibrium the electrons are
not free but are interacting with the scattering potential /-/
The normalization constant AC must be determined from the trace
{   f — M/ - PrA 3
K  =  Tr L ^  J (5.22)
and will depend on both ' H / o i~l
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5.3 The Boltzmann Transport Equation:
Imagine that in the very remote past a collection
of electrons existed in equilibrium with a heat bath at temperature 
under the influence of a set of randomly distributed
impurities. There is no external field present. Then at ^ 
contact with the heat bath is broken and the electric field- is very 
slowly turned on adiabatically according to
s i
so that the electric field is zero at - >?<3t and reaches its
full value 3 ' at time zero. It will be seen that the results
do not depend on the frequency parameter 5 as long as it is 
chosen reasonably. The collection of electrons is now described 
by the single-particle density matrix, Ÿ x  » whose time develop­
ment is given by (5.19). :The. solution of interest will be that for .* 
O , when the electric field reaches its full value £^ Oîk •
To calculate the total density matrix , P j  , we expand it in 
powers of • Therefore in general we will have
qr =  Jr + jp   > (5.24)
where Pf is linear in is quadratic and so on.
Inserting (5.24) into (5.19) and equating equal power^ S of ,
obtain the following equations:
we
 ^ '= f J , zero ’th order in ^
/ 23 [ ^ f F j -h r NpA/yo / jP J , first order in
c)A
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.second order in
1>4
t ^ ^  — [ HI fnl 'l-t^ f- j , nth order in <^x  ^ s
a 4
and so on.
It is noted that these equations can be solved by âne iterative 
procedure. Here we shall limit ourselves to the linear equation, 
namely^to the evaluation of jf^  (ohmic region), the higher order 
terms being left to Appendix 5EÎ
i hÙ. - [ H e p] + [ H.fpj . (5.25)a t
The quantity must satisfy the initial condition
Pfr ( ^ ® " (5.26)
Now ' M p and H  o ' may be written as
 ^ (5.27)
si 'V
= (5.28)
Equations (5.25) and (5.26) can be satisfied with the Ansatz
ch
F - V G  , (5.29)
where is linear in the electric field and independent of time. |
 ^ • ^.’.cl-.-i - - r v r.^.
1%
Inserting (5.27), (5.28) and (5.29) into (5.25) we get '
is (  = [ He I f] + r Afp , f  j -f f A/,.f] . (5.30)
Here we note that H  f> is treated like ^ rather than like
H  * The reason is that it is an induced effect and proportional 
to the applied field-
To solve equation (5.30)^which is valid for any representation, 
we chose the representation for which H &  is diagonal. These 
are plane waves with periodic boundary conditions for free electrons 
and Bloch waves for Bloch electrons. In the following we give the
solutions for free electrons to the lowest order effects in A , 
the strength of the interaction of the electrons with the impurities* 
ihater we generalize the discussion to the case of Bloch electrons,
a) Free electron case:
The normalized eigenfunctions are
Iky  1
where X?_ is the volume of the specimen, 
In Dirac notation we can write
^  :) (5.32)
where
^  » t
(5.33) 1
In this representation., (5.30) becomes
( O o ! c k ' -  i S )  f  k k '  =  c +  0 • +  A  ~ ^ I k "  4 - k) >
k'
(5,34)
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where klrf 'zs €. —  ^  \<J , C  — [ ,P/ Kel and D = [ J/
The matrix elements of are easily obtained j
( ik'k) Y
„  - i ( f e - j s ' ) " ' C ‘' f ~'iik~k)'K , I ,
-  ' Z _  e  ' f e  r
.  A i ' i  é ' .
(5.35)
where
/ (6-4) r
= 1 ‘Ê’
(5.36)
For simplicity^we assumed that cj)^ C^  has a finite range so 
that the coordinate integration in (5.36) can be extended over all 
space. It is easily seen from (5.35) and (5.36) that the diagonal 
elements of hi are independent of and just equal to the
(spatial) average potential
If we split (5.34) into diagonal and non-diagonal parts we may 
write ;
- / S  f k  =  C k  +  Ok. +  L  ( fkk-Hl'lc -  H k Â  W ' k )  ,
(5.37) I
I r % -for ^  ^  ^  , and
( ôokl^ --/s) (lu Ckk 4 Dwk' + ( fk-fk) Hfk- +tkk'CHkk-Hldi.)^
................1 4 3 .............  . ' ............................
for k ^  • Here f/c - (ikU » C k  ~ and Oj^ ^ Olik ^
Since the diagonal elements of f/' are equal, the fourth term on 
the right-hand side of (5.38) vanishes. Then (5.38) becomes -
(Uk =  C  Lk- 4 0 k k  +  ( fk- f kj  W'uk'
4-7 C fkk"' H V k '  - H'fcU-"-Çk-kj , (5.39)
hrc^ ii'h')
We will solve equation (5.39) to lowest order in A To
do this we investigate the A  dependence of the different terms 
for small \
We begin with the commutator ,
^  k k  =  f f' ^  ~  e  f  T  C M o + W  ),
(5.40)
Now we may expand P  in powers of /”/ and this gives for
a power series in A . Therefore in general we have -,
(Q) (\) 1%)
C k k  =  C t L -  ^ C k L '  4 C u k  +--- ) (5.41)
Cn)
(Z being proportional to A We shall limit ourselves
(o}only to the calculation of ^UL' * la. the lowest order
X
f  =  K .  e  _  K.  e x p  ( - F  Ê  ) • (5.42)
Using the commutation rules ( == * ) , we obtain the
operator relationship .
C. —  8  Y  * (5.43)
'■ ."vTv..; V ■'^± ■
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(o)
From (5.43) and (5.42) we can write down kk' :
C U - = e4.»< - e g . x  f  &  .f (A, e h k -
^ -e£„« A & /A'^ = &  A« Stt- e
Defining
we may write
, - f k  =  /ck -e j
(5.44)
(5.45) .
(4
CfeA- æ a .  —  Ie £<a « l i k ]  SAI. 2 k (5.460
Here the derivative occurring in (5.46) is the formal derivative and
(5.46) is meant to be identical with (5.44), the question of whether
the allowed value of A are discrete or continuous playing no role.
L,f*)From (5.46) it is seen that C* has diagonal elements only. 
Thus the diagonal terms of ^  begin with zero'th order in 4 while 
the off-diagonal ones are of the first order in A 
The next quantity to consider is the commutator
Similarly we can write
ff £-S li
(5.47)
(I) (4
~  O l L' 4  Dkk' +  OkL' -i--- > (5.48)
0/cL^ being proportional to A . Here also we shall limit 
ourselves only to the calculation of D klc . In Appendix 5A we 
study this additional commutator which arises from the induced dipoles. 
We prove, by the method of induetion_, that Û  kl-tf has only diagonal
elements and that they take the form
* j Wc (5A.14)oil eIcU.
On the other hand, in Appendix 5B we show that
-4 4M lcl< E, (5B.7)
%
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where Ef is the depolarization field for free electrons.
Thus from (5A.14) and (5B.7) we can write that
D k k '  ~  a  f -ft / &&^f*(5.49)
From (5.49) it/ is 'seén. . that 7the diagonal terms 
of 0  begin with zero’th order in X while the off-diagonal ones
are of the first order in X  . From the result of usual transport 
theory we can say that is of order \ is inversely
proportional to the transition probabilities). If we assume this, 
then it follows at once from (5.39), (5.46) and (5.49) that ( jtiv 
is of order . Thus (5.39) can be solved by an iterative
procedure. From the orders in X discussed above, we see at once 
that on the right-hand side of (5.39) the third term dominates and we 
obtain ,
(5.50)
in lowest order. If we insert this into (5.37) and retain only the 
lowest order terms in /\  ^we obtain
or
k  H  iHlkrlifkCkj jck'— I r k’t
'/vn«.c '■ -~r— f-
ic
(5.51)
I Ù L k ' i i S  J
(5.52)
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where
Efvta-c, — Eo 4- E^ 1 (5.53)
the macroscopic electric field.
It will now be shown that (5.52) is just the usual Boltzmann 
transport equation in the presence of induced dipoles. Inserting 
for H  LIl'’ value from (5.35) gives ,
IH'ick'I ^  L É t k L  Z . G .
(Xe*
 ^ (5.54)
where ^  ™ ^  ~  ^  * The quantity / H  /c/c" /
depends in general on the position of all the impurities, namely for 
each arrangement of impurities it will have some definite value.
Let us define the ensemble average of JH kU' j , say
I H ' u k ' a v e r a g e  of over all
the different arrangements of the impurities, without any correlation 
between the impurities. That is î
< j H ' A L X ) = (5.55)
The value of / kU' j will in general deviate from
I hi UU' > the deviation depending on the position of the
impurities. However, if a s  N the fluctuations approach
zero^we can regard |/-/ as a well defined quantity equal
to its ensemble average for all but a negligible fraction of possible
arrangements of impurities. But, direct calculation shows that for 
; / 't-
I H k k'’ I this is not true and the fluctuations approach unity 
rather than zero.
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4 / /V7 -*L_     -1 - *T--? -   II.... I t -f>- r -1- - -   - ■--  ■     ^ i
Now consider the summation over ^  in (5.52). Kohn and æ
Luttinger show that since W  is a smooth function of Ic
as is , the summation over in (5.32) may be
broken up into regions of momentum space in which (a) and U^,'' 
do not vary appreciably, but |H kl<'l may. Let the number
of states in such a region be V  . In general V  will be of 
the order , i.e..
where CL is some very small number independent of M  . There­
fore if we consider instead of I H  AU'/ the quantity
L' in y
^  o  .
. /v-o^ ( M Y '
Hence M  is a well defined quantity equal to its ensemble average 
for all but anegligible fraction of possible arrangement of the 
impurities. Therefore without any loss of rigour we may replace 
/ // kk' i in (5.52) by its ensemble average
p H ' k k j X  - 3 l . ' (5.56)
h. I
it is shown by Kohn and Luttinger that as the fluctu­
ations for H  approach zero ;
. ......... ..................
Inserting this into (5.52) gives ,
«- k ' W q  ' V— (A^kkWS) .g
(5.57)
The solution of (5.57) depends in general on the value of the 
frequency parameter S . However, there is a very large range of 
Ç (including the physically interesting rates with which the 
field could be turned on) for which the solution is practically 
independent of , S  • This range corresponds to those values very 
much smaller than the characteristic frequencies of the problem:
—•1 — f
where is of the order of the collision relaxation time and
Y is an "atomic time". In the present problem 4a. would be 
of the order of X / Eck or Te» /CFj where é,’a. is a 
typical energy of the electron, f~o is the size of an impurity and 
L?" is a typical electron velocity. Further, if A E//j j
(where A S  is of the order* of the spacing of the translational 
electronic energy levels) the sum in (5.57) may be replaced by an 
integral according to
r___
(5.58)
/ - I
Once this has been done, the condition S ^ allows one
to use the well known result
where P C^ ') the principal value of and S ( X}
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^  i -  Z - (  H  ( L^) ^^ «od i>ui\ (5.62)
which is the customary transport equation used in the theory of 
impurity conduction in the presence of induced dipoles in the system. 
The first term is the acceleration term due to (the extèrnal electric 
field and the field of induced dipoles. The second term is just 
the rate of change of the distribution function due to collisions 
with the randomly distributed impurities.
Once (5.62) has been solved for the diagonal part of the 
density matrix, the off-diagonal elements can be obtained
from (5.50) to lowest order in A
is the ordinary Dirac ^ —  function.
The condition g implies that as S'~> û , the
term S |k on the left-hand side of (5.57) becomes very much |
smaller compared to the second term on the right-hand side (which is of the t
order of "Lp ÇU- ) hence can be dropped. Therefore (5.57) becomes
^ D f A  . Y  I I fix) .
° ^  V
Note that this equation is in low&at order in X . Now the transition 
probability uJ L|< per unit time from a plane-wave state ^ 
to t< due to a single impurity may be written, in the lowest Born 
approximation, as
— V  (5.61)
If we define the total transition probability WicL' as the
sum of those occurring due to each of the impurities, then we have
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From Eq. (5.62) we conclude that the net electric field 
appearing in the transport equation is just the macroscopic field,
b) Electrons in a periodic potential:
In this partjwe generalize the results of the previous part to 
the case where the electrons are moving in a periodic potential as 
well as the external electric field and the field of induced dipoles 
and scattering centres. We shall take the same type of impurity 
potential as before but for simplicity assume that impurities are 
randomly distributed on lattice sites. The perturbation f/ is 
the same as (5.12) jthe only difference being that represents
the difference between the potential produced by an impurity atom and 
that of the original atom of the periodic lattice.
In this case H  ^ is given by
/•/o - -Si. j
(5.63)
where (J is the periodic potential. We shall assume that the 
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of (5.63) are knownt
j n , [ c y ^  — ^  UiiCr) i
XL (5.65)
where is a function which has the periodicity of the
lattice. Here the index C stands for the index pair i H i , 
n  telling us the band and E  being a wave vector whose allowed 
values extend over the first Brillouin zone. The are assumed
to be orthonormal;
^  A  "(5.66)
,1
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We shall use as our basic representation the representations in 
which /-/o is diagonal ( C representation) and carry out the 
calculations for the same band. In other words we assume that the 
perturbation is not strong enough or sharp enough to induce interband |
transitions. (For example Zener effect and optical transition to a
higher band). In this representation (5.30) becomes
f U iei '~'A fee' = ^ee' + D e e ' + 2 _ (  >^ I" (5.67)
which is formally identical with (5.34) except that is replaced
everywhere by C
In this case the matrix elements of are
where
i î Y l  L  ^  J >
X L
, - ’i (k-hd-c ^= e Utic) UrU) 9 (v
(5.68)
(5.69) ’i
In deriving this we have used the fact that tlie impurities are found 
at lattice points. Equation (5.68) has exactly the same form as
(5.35) except that is replaced by 0 ^ 6 ’" . The
diagonal elements of A/'’ are
H n  , “ ■” >
with
^ 0  y  " (5.71)
' 'f,:?;m152
From (5.70) and (5.71) it is noted that ^  will be a
definite function of ^
Now the method of solution of (5.67) is identical with the 
free electron case, involving a split into diagonal and off-diagonal 
terms in ^ So the corresponding equations for (5.37) and
(5.38) are
-ir a ^  Ce + 0 4 21 ( -^ '^0 »
^^(^4 (5.72)
for Z ^  En , and
( Wgg' - if) (et" ^  (^ gr } 0 e e" H* C f c - f (.') H'et'
f  fee' ( HV«' - ^ic) 4-L ( '^r€- - W > (5.73)
for € ^ ^ . Here j- & - fC C , and
0 • Since the diagonal elements of. /*/"* are not
equal, the fourth term on the right-hand side of (5.73) does not
vanish as before. In this case we adopt the following convention: 
if H't€, depends on we absorb this diagonal part of hi
into /Ho and take as our unperturbed energy
(5.74)
and defining ^  c" > we rewrite (5.73) as
( f ^  C  + 0  h ( fe - f ^ € c
h Z L  ( ' (5.75)
Here also we will solve the equation (5.75) to the lowest
order in /\
1
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We begin with the commutator
C e e '  = [  f. H b ]^- = ^ . (5.76)
Once again we may write
E^ie' - C e c  ■rCge* r C^e" 4
(5.77)
A being proportional to A  . Again we limit our-
fa)selves only to the calculation of C  . In the lowest
order
B Hv r , pj-
f =  fo ^  k o  e  =  i(e.exp[-^ (
Using the commutation rules,we obtain the operator relation­
ship.
C — e fs“< I P' = e. Co< 4-
‘ (5.79)
fo)From (5.78) and (5.79) we can write down *
Ctv = e = - e Eo 4- Ko-2. )^ ^
X Ho
-  e 4- K. f  L  K n k I  |n /<."><«ic"/ e  | n k 'T *
^  ot Ao 5  " C I ^  ^ * (5.80)t n't
In Appendix 50 we demonstrate that the intra-band matrix elements 
of the momentum operator has only diagonal elements, namely,
il’ J< j I n P  ^  %= f~yi ÊJZA S kic ' (5.81)V3<
-11---- i-1-1. -"- ■ ■--------------- 17--   =:---- L7-LL... . ' . If..*. - ; ... I. .Ji. ; -(.I-S-..;.,..
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Substitution of (5.81) into (5.80) gives
Co) ^ ?:
- e X. kg, ^ ^  ïkUr ' (5.82) i|
Defining
(5.83)
we may write
Czz.' =  --; e Gg =< V TTtoc) " (5.84)
fo>
From (5.84) it is seen that Cge' has diagonal elements 
only. Thus the diagonal terms of O  begin with Zero'th order in
X , while the off-diagonal ones are of the first order in A 
Next, we consider the commutator j
D i Y -  f h  -  - 4 ^ 4  (5.85)
Similarly we can write
(5.86)
A5A we show that also O qq,' has diagonal elements only and
they take the form
(5.87)
being proportional to A . Here again we limit 4
Aourselves only to the calculation of U  . In Appendix
' - '■_____________________' ' -. ' V- : < _  ■ - ^  i i-L'-jv.:;..is.
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Thus the diagonal terms of £) begin with zero' th order in A  
while the off-diagonal ones are of first order in /\
Since in : zero'th order the off-diagonal elements of O  
and D are zero, to proceed further we follow exactly the same 
arguments as in the free electron case. Therefore everything
leading to (5.62) may be repeated in the d representation. This 
gives rise to an equation which is formally identical with (5.62) 
except that k is replaced everywhere by C . Since all the 
algebra is identical we shall only state the result *
O (5.88)
io)where the quantity is again the total transition
probability of an electron going from state Z. to Z.
From (5.88) we conclude that, even for Bloch electrons, the net 
electric field appearing in the transport equation is just the macro­
scopic electric field, £  the local electric field.
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Appendix 5A; Proof of the relations j
Dick'  ^ / e £| ^kU'ok<< (5A.1)
and
(-)
0 ce'= -;e£,« ^  fkk 'd KoC (5A.2)
To zero ’ th order jthe diagonal elements of £) , in the
representation, are
(o)
I (5A.3)
First we shall prove that for a general function f w e  have 
the following relation;
(5A.4)
or
[ A .  r w ] t t =  ( ü ) „ rl<k
Here we have;;used, thatr.i f Jo/Ac^li =  - ^  , and it is
understood that CX must be summed from one to three. To prove 
(5A.5) we shall expand in Maclaurin series and use the
induction method t
f . ( £ ) =  f(S-o) + +Z ; \^A * u/
where
4 0
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and
£,p. ) (5A.8)
1  ^ « 4 k \  A k T (5A.9)
Now for n=i I (5A.9) becomes
which is a well-known result in'Quantum Mechanics. Then (5A.9) is 
true for H - i
We assume that (5A.9) is true for any C\ and prove that it is 
also true for {A 4 4  > i.e.
[  p7 ,
The left-hand side of (5A.11) can be written as
(5A.11)
where it is understood that (X and ^ must be summed from one to 
three.
th ' i'To proceed further, for a general term (for example n term) Æ
we must show that
— — p ' ' '-I--'- J-...... r- ' •! -- t Y  •i/'î î ^
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= [ Rk pJ Ç U ) - Rx f P J !  +  Pxf 14 ?Z - f C4 ? T  ]  Uk
- (  a<7 f  ( 4 ]  4 - 1 p<x . f  ( 4 ]  ] u
= i R x V k  [ P-X A  ( 4 ] k k  [ P-X , f ( - 4 ] •
(5A.12)
Here we have used that pc< and PcK are diagonal in the 
representation. Now substituting the value of | Pc< j  f 1 kL 
and ^o< , { ^ IcW. from (5A.9) and (5A.10) into the right-
hand side of (5A.12)^we get
f  p x ' U w k L - p ^ y - ' ' " '
which is exactly the right-hand side of (5A.11). So we have proved 
that (5A.9) is true for any value of f] . This proves the 
relations (5A.5) and (5A.4) as well.
<®>)
Now put ^ ( r) - W in (5A.4). This gives us D kl-c
o l t
I
r
Uic
•VI y  1 - ]  LL
Jkk(5A.14)
In Appendix 5B we show that
(5A.15)
■I
;
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where is the depolarization field for free electrons.
Therefore (5A.14) takes the form
6  e,'[Po.xluc =
(5A.16)
Using the previous notation
[see equations (5.44) and (5.45)3^ (5A.16) becomes
Oltk - ) (5A.18)a i CcC
oil = O\Ju (5A.19)
To prove (5A.19) we expand the sum potential in a Maclaurin* series 
and use the induction method again i
' ^ (5A.2o’)
*Here one might ask whether* the above potential is
analytic at S . It can be shown, by considering
as two point charges ^ and - with a distance d , that the 
potential at r - is analytic and takes the value of zero.
1
I
_  ~ ^ f k  (5A.17) i
à P J i t k . "
which partly proves (5A.1). To prove it completely we must show '&
(o) \
that D
I
—  .r-.-s - ■ . .... .. :A %  AT,.... ......A;'. ,,
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where
So for a general term (for example A ) we must show that \
(5A.21)
L j the left-hand side of (5A.21) becomesFor
m
(5A.22)
(5A.21) holds.So forwhich is zero for
and prove that it isNow assume that (5A.21) is true for any
also true 1 .e;
O
(5A.23)
The left-hand side of (5A.23) can be written as
;fo XoJ, + fo X a i X of 'XoC i
J
(5A.24)
(5A.26)
which results in
(5A.27)
With (5A.26) and (5A.27), (5A.25) becomes
[ f o ,  x X ' ]  L k  "= °  ' (5A.28)
which proves (5A.23). So we have proved that (5A.21) is true for
any value of 0 • This proves the relation (5A.19) as well :
D k k  _  - e  [ f o  , E
(5A.29)
which is exactly (5A.1).
To prove (5A.2) we follow the same method in the & representation. 
As long as we carry out the calculation for the same band (we use
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From (5A.21) and (5A.22) we know that [ \ and [
hciVaonly diagonal elements. Therefore (5A.24) becomes
[  R  - x T ]  =  [ ? - >  ■
(kfk) (5A.25)
In Appendix 5C we show that the off-diagonal elements of Xo< 
are zero :
I
Combining (5A.18) and (5A.29) we can write , 1
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the diagonality of Rx , which holds for the same band, see 
Appendix 5C) we will have equations which are formally identical 
except that |< is replaced everywhere by (L . Since all the 
algebra is identical we only state the resultî
Co)
Oj>{' 1 e Ê, « .
where ^ 
electrons.
-q-;- ' (5A.31)
is the depolarization field defined for Bloch
,7
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Appendix 5B; Proof of the relation:
(5B.1)
The microscopic field j c hij*c  ^at the position £  is given by
(5B.2)
The macroscopic field B is defined as the average of
E  m Ic. over the volume of the unit cell :
E h o -c - j é]:
r
é}.
A
(5B.3)
or
b m  «-C,
1
E o  + < ^  -I-
(SB.4)
Using the results of chapter I, namely (*~) and
4- E-^Cr) —  o » the expression (5B.4) becomes
x - â \
(5B,5)
Now consider the left-hand side of (5B.1):
IJ
4:SII
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Z - ï . \ L - %  ii -Ikk j
- ' k
e g
Vr .-lîit£r_3) d»t 
" Ic-âp
 ^f I. -Yr J r
ir-?.!"-SL I "LO-
A
M A L -6
J" f L _ Y r ^ i ^ 2 i l  A  ) 
4   ^ IX' 3,1’ (5B.6)
which is the average value of the dipole field over the unit cell. 
Here we used the fact that the integrand is a periodic function. 
Now comparing (5B.5) and (5B.6) we see that
LVc A  -(r-3^lr-3P (SB.7)&
Now consider the Bloch-wave case:
In this case the macroscopic quantity should be defined as the 
weighted average of the microscopic quantity over the unit cell Î
A\ -* (5B.8)
Substituting (5B.5.) in (5B.8) we write
^9'Cr-9)
If
.,1
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or
e - "  ir (5B.9)
where we have used that periodic parts of the Bloch wave functions 
are normalized in the unit cell. Now consider
/  ~ V r  J I l A A
^ " )r-ar it
_LSL.
— I T- , \ ) Er
€ U L - ÿ r  j "'x;
L  :
L  a
-L fI U^kt 8 Lc-0 '
(5B.10)
here again we . have used- that the integrand is a periodic 
function.
Comparing (5B.9) and (5B.10) we see that
(5B.11)
1:â
!
■3
%
I
a
I
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Appendix 5C: The matrix elements of position and momentum operator,
a) plane wave representation:
(5C.1)
It is known that, as a result of the uncertainty principle the 
matrix elements for h " are not defined (infinite
uncertainty!). However for ^ k' (5C.1) can be written as
a  I I
;A'/:
JL ^  ^  =2 JL
i JL  S kbKo( (5C.2)
Therefore the off-diagonal elements of are zero ;
Now consider the momentum operator
(5C.3)
» A
I 1)
^ î(4-4')'X , 
<2. <K % klc'
(5C.4)
Therefore Rot is a diagonal operator in plane wave representation 
From (5C.4) we can write
n
/ kb V  *4/kk.' (5C.5)
1
v|
■I
- '' ' ' -i  .Î-     - 1 .Mi-■ ^ ■■ ■yj/'-./y'-.  ^ V y  j -î'rfoiij.-, ..
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b) Bloch-wave representation:
Î k  V
X x l =2C  { ^  <.cj X< ^  UrfkXr^ d^ r (^c,e)
_ru
Again for H ~ D  and ic =• b  the matrix, elements of
do not exist. However for off-diagonal elements (5C.6) can be 
written as
1 A'.j
^ Un^k-U) J3r< 0 k I = -i-| e -~Unk(æJ 4-
lja_
^  I e  U n i c c )  i
'n.
35,(
r  à  s :  / * '
■*SL.
I ( S' n n S' Ic IZ ^  4 un- e
(5C.7)
However, the fact that the U/}L i x } are periodic means that 
the exponential factor will cause the remaining integral to vanish 
unless k  - /C . Thus
<^hl Ink >  =  / S»n %  g +  i E  (h) Sky >
(5C.8)
where T ) is defined by
-L \ U,k c(3,c (5C.9)
IXV
§I
I
cJ^c 2
1
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can be written as
'oi -  M  M  I  ' y\ J ™  J. t n  O , oc Î J
(5C.11)
where is the velocity operator. The diagonal elements of
P  c< are
C P«<)g( =  ‘ (5C.12)
To calculate the off-diagonal elements we write (5C.11) as
-  rvq t ( Mo -  X  ; (5C.13)
which yields
< n i j  I P»< 1a'4'7 fni (£e-£ e'X^'kl Xc(.l \sc.u)
Substitution of (5C.8) into (5C.14) gives
n  k  1 Pot M  -  - nn ( bnk" b n ' [ î f ,/  ^  'R ^k-k.(5C.15)
. "inrr iA
In Appendix 5D we show that c< (hs) vanishes.
Therefore the matrix elements of in the same band (that is %
intraband matrix elements) are
j'ikl Xot I a  k'y'--=■ i -^jy S k k '  ) (5C.10)
which is zero for kr k  . . ü.
t'tNext consider the momentum operator. The momentum operator
■I
I
,V:
i
i
I
4
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We consider (5C.12) and (5C.15) to write down the intra-band matrix 
elements !
which is zero for L. ^  IE
< n ( , l  P » < l n U ' >  =  ' (sc.ie) 1II
I
I
;sI
I
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Appendix 5D; Symmetry properties:
We consider here the symmetry properties of the various matrix 
elements with respect to the eigenfunctions H o •
Consider the Schrüdinger equation
' . i l  U a )
With substitution of (x) — — E. C  U a L  f^idsayi
Ik
(5D.1)
we obtain
[ ■ _  A  y u  U C . C } ]  e ’" '  U n k  ( 5 )  =  C c )
(5D.2)
By writing y'^^clrv ( 9 r j (5D.2) reduces to
f- Z M / On k  C.C) ^  t'n k
From (5D.3) it is seen that
(5D.4)
and
X , - k  I r) (5D.5)
Consider 
can write
By using (5D.4) and (5Ü.5) we
n m
Jo< j u l u )  4 // / A-rj  ^  ^(*"•"•') <j ^ r'u K V Ai/ -- —-— ” ^^  k©<
i
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( 0 Ur,k (£) Z L A f )  j 4
^k<v
D U n A
1) ko,
n n
- - I  < 3
(5D.6)
Here.we have used the identity
■Hr
' \ O j l k  U  r (Jnk d^r )Dkot
(5D.7)
which results from the following relation *
7)
l)koC
j  u „ k  U n 'L  d -V  X  o ,
(5D.8)
since the U ^  k. are orthonormal.
From (5D.6) we deduce that the diagonal elements j .Tca (^j 3 
vanish identically:
(A) = ocs< (5D.9)
J«
4
:
■J.'.-- yy / *7 .f. f ilÂcA.c- \'. a  'lûl'.L 4 4 - t'. liA i .u . -^.v.A'X .
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APPENDIX 5E
HIGHER APPROXIMATION TO THE DENSITY MATRIX
The problem of finding the higher order corrections to the 
density matrix will now be considered. To obtain these^one need 
only continue the iterative process begun in section (5.3). It 
was found that to the first order in 5 o< the equation obeyed by 
the diagonal elements of the density matrix is
_ _ g ^  , T  ( k/A'k fk - kZ/cL" .
(5E.1)
Before going into the details of this appendix we note that the 
higher order corrections will be irrelevant to the present scattering '4
mechanism since it employs only elastic collisions An exact
method should include inelastic collisions as well. To do so, 'A
following Argyres^^^), we write the collision term of (5E.1) with the 
exclusion factors, i.e.,
n - s B  ^ AA + Z  [IV/c'4 k  F-W) - fu' f'O
- 2, A. (5E.2)
Once the scattering mechanism is known, -fA can be solved from 
(5E.2). Let us denote the solution of (5.5-2) by -Ç Ck» ;
Ç L -• Ç ( k I b ) (5E.3)
To proceed further we consider the equation to the second order in A 
obeyed by the density matrix:
/ .- [ 0, fz ] -h [ / -Rf ] ;
^6 (5E.4)
<K
■ -  ‘ l i - 3, .   V . A  V à-..,,...
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f  F satisfying (5.25). Using (5.27)‘, (5.28) and (5.29), (5E.4)
becomes,
i Afz -  I H J  fi] S kl p ) -Ç ^  e . 
is i
(5E.5)
(5E.5) has the solution
J? = 3 ^  ; (5E.6)
(5E.7)
yielding
2 IS ^ = r
In the plane wave representation (5E.7) becomes
^ (5E.8)
where C  2. ” [ E  i E  and ~ T R < P J
The method of solution of (5E.8) is the same as before, namely 
involving a split into diagonal and off-diagonal terms in /c 
We may then write v
f Z -  ( if'L - klAt' i U k  )
(5E.9)
for & - L , and
LA/ g E  ^OzLUr ■*"  ^ 3 4 - 1{ b  ) M LU'
+  Z  C '3^^" -  l-l kk-
k(.fk.‘£)
for A ^  k  . Here J a -  ^41c , ^ Jz LL and
OtJZ = ùt LU * Again we solve these equations to the lowest
174
order in A . To do so we investigate the X dependence of the 
different terms for small A . First we begin with the commutators 
Cz and 0^ . In the lowest order we can write
(5E.11)
and
(5E.12)
It is noted that the commutators on the right-hand sides ofn(5E.11) and (5E.12) are L. and V respectively. Then the
matrix elements of C  2, and 0 2. become
^  (5E.13)
and
(,
k" (5E.U)
here we have used the diagonality of (see Appendix 5C) . It was
(®)
seen in section (5.3) that (2 IcL' and 0 IcL' are zero for 
[c k'" . Thus C  t-Lk'' and D t LL'' will be zero for k 9^
Hence the diagonal terms of CJ and Q begin with zero’fh order
in \ while the off-diagonal ones are of the first order in A  
From the results of usual transport theory, again, we can say that 
A is of order of A Hence from (5E.10), (5E.13) and
(5E.14) 9 kic^  is of order of . Thus (5E.10) can be solved
by an iterative procedure. From the orders in A  discussed above, 
we see that, on the right-hand side of (5E.10) the third term domin­
ates and we obtain
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( 9 k  -  I k )  H \ u . -
w  LL" ~ ^ ^ ) (5E.15)
in lowest order. If we insert this in (5E.9) and retain only the 
lowest order, we obtain
215 3 k -  (2 2L. 4-
IL Wk) (5E.16)
To proceed further we try to find the matrix elements (2 2 
and O 2 k  . We may write
= [f, eEo.<[ L
e £ .
T' 'P-/1A
(5E.17)
- ' c,^.x ko4
and
O s L = [ f < H A LL •Ç, L  Z i f i i î L l  ,Jâ \ r - fi i k k
k k _ 'i e > ^ - C ¥ f . ) u C ^ - 4 (5E.18)
here we have used the'relations (5A.4) and (5A.15). Then substituting 
(5E.3) into { C H a. -L 0  ik] we get
C 2 L Z  Oz.L —  -lâ.
(5E.19)
With (5E.19), equation (5E.16) becomes
. -  - 1 6  -^fCk.eH^Z
4- Z _  I h  'uc'
IE WAj
'bk. 
(g-k- ik') I
(5E.20)
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The second term on the right-hand side of (5E.20) has exactly 
the same form as the second term of the right-hand side of (5.52). 
Therefore carrying out the similar arguments* of section (5.3), 
(5E.20) can be written^in the limit as O , as
I t  ^  F C k'
" T Ü  v u  L i \  '
(5E.21)
the solution of which will have the form
f n  =  S n  e
where 3 a , in general, is written as
^  n - ^  ^ ^ ^  .o (5E.23)
Equation (5E.21) corresponds to the transport equation second 
order in E  c< . The first term is the acceleration term due to 
external field and the field of induced dipoles. The second term 
is just the rate of change of ^ due to collisions with randomly 
distributed impurities. From (5E.21) we again conclude that the 
net electric field appearing in the transport equation of second 
order in Eo< (where the non-ohmic behaviour starts) is just the 
macroscopic electric field, g  no-Ac. .
One can continue ' the iterative procedure to solve the equation 
nth order in Ir ^  :
r o 1 I/■ ^  M ; f., j + t U F *3 0 . f n-1 J  ^ 7:
^ . (5E.22) . ^
4
I
*In this case the assumption” 5 * << is replaced with I
-  I
<(4 "c r which shrinks the range of £
177 ■:>-4
. .3
From (5E.23) we conclude that, even in the non-ohmic region, in the f
presence of induced dipoles the net electric field appearing in the 
density matrix is just the macroscopic electric field. Hence the 
electric field appearing in all transport coefficients including the 
electric conductivity will be just the macroscopic field.
I
«
■i
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Conclusions and Suggestions for future studies:
We have investigated the effect of local field corrections on 
transport properties of solids. In the hopping limit the problem 
reduces to an evaluation of the dipolar energy difference at two 
sites 3 and ^  involved in the site jump: The dipolar energy
difference ( ) has been calculated for induced electronic
polarization of an isotropic medium. Namely, the induced dipoles i
iare assumed to be parallel and proportional to the applied field. %irFor the crystalline case, when hopping takes place on the same sub-
lattice, as a result of detailed cancellation of short-range and -|
r r*Lorentz contributions, the effect of ( h/g " ) vanishes.
However, for hopping between different sublattices, it has been i
shown that local field corrections can exist. While negligible at 
low fields ( )^E~r ), these can be considerable for high
fields.
For glasses, as a result of short-range order, similar results 
have been obtained. Namely, no local field corrections for hopping 
between identical sites, but possible corrections for hopping 
between non-identical sites especially at high fields.
In the band limit when intra-band motion is considered, it turns 
out that [see equations (5.62) and (5.88)] in the presence of 
induced electronic dipoles, the net electric field appearing in the 
customary transport équation is just, the macroscopic electric field 
‘unmodified by the local field corrections.
In the hopping limit, we have not considered the effect of 
random distributions of the dipoles in the crystalline or glass 
lattice. Neither have we considered the effect of the randomly 
oriented dipoles in the system. These will affect the present 
calculations, but should hopefully produce no qualitative changes as 
a result of ensemble and thermal averages. These cases will be *jconsidered at some future time, •]
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In the band limit, the effect of inter-band transitions still 
remains to be examined. In this case we expect to have local field 
effects in line with the result for hopping between different sub­
lattices and those of W i s e r f o r  the atomic part of the dielectric 
constant.
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